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INTRODUCTION

About the ICTJ

The International Center for Transitional Justice (ICTJ) assists countries pursuing accountability for mass atrocity or human rights abuse. The Center works in societies emerging from repressive rule or armed conflict, as well as in established democracies where historical injustices or systemic abuse remain unresolved. It provides comparative information, legal and policy analysis, documentation, and strategic research to justice and truth-seeking institutions, nongovernmental organizations, governments, and others. The ICTJ assists in the development of strategies for transitional justice comprising five key elements: prosecuting perpetrators, documenting violations through nonjudicial means such as truth commissions, reforming abusive institutions, providing reparations to victims, and advancing reconciliation. The Center is committed to building local capacity and generally strengthening the emerging field of transitional justice, and works closely with organizations and experts around the world to do so.

The ICTJ in Timor-Leste

The ICTJ has been involved in helping Timor-Leste deal with the legacy of past human rights abuse since 2001. The Center has been closely involved in the creation of the Commission for Reception, Truth and Reconciliation and in providing technical advice and assistance as it has progressed. The ICTJ has also worked closely with the Serious Crimes Unit and the UN Missions in Timor-Leste to try to help ensure that their efforts were as effective as possible in bringing perpetrators to justice. Our report, “Crying Without Tears: In Pursuit of Justice and Reconciliation in Timor-Leste: Community Perspectives and Expectations,” profiles the attitudes of almost 100 citizens of Timor-Leste regarding the issues of truth, justice, and reconciliation.
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PREFACE

In 1999, the East Timorese voted to become citizens of an independent state. Independence, first claimed in 1975, came at a high price, exacted over 24 years of Indonesian occupation. Even after the Indonesian government decided in early 1999 to allow the East Timorese to choose between autonomy within Indonesia or independence, supporters of independence suffered systematic violence at the hands of militia groups created and directed by the Indonesian army. The violence intensified before and after the vote for independence on August 30, 1999, and then reached its climax once the outcome was announced. Thousands were killed or injured, hundreds of thousands were displaced, and the systematic and massive destruction of property caused immense damage to the living conditions of an already poor and vulnerable population. The attacks on United Nations personnel, including the killing of several East Timorese staff members, added a special aspect of international concern to what were already clearly crimes against humanity. The international community was outraged as the media reported the violence. There were calls for an international tribunal to be created to investigate and prosecute the crimes, foremost among them the recommendation of the International Commission of Inquiry mandated by the UN Commission on Human Rights. This was not done, as Indonesia committed itself to ensure full accountability.

The Indonesian Law 26/2000 instituted the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court. This report analyzes the trials held under that law in terms of the prosecution efforts and the quality of the judgments. However, it goes beyond this to assess the political and institutional context in which the trials took place. The inescapable conclusion of the report is that the trials as a whole must be regarded as a failure on every level, from technical competence to institutional integrity and political will. Some may point to the fact that six individuals, including high-ranking officials, have been convicted. However, the report shows that this is more due to the notable bravery of a few individual judges than to a credible system of justice.

The International Center for Transitional Justice has worked closely with the people and institutions of Timor-Leste as they try to deal with the legacy of violent abuse in a way that both respects the dignity of victims and survivors and strengthens the rule of law in a democratic society. Ending the impunity of the Indonesian army is just as important—perhaps even more important—for the democratic future of Indonesia than it is for Timor-Leste. Justice for the atrocities that occurred in 1999, however, is not only essential from these perspectives, but also for the integrity of the international community as a whole and the United Nations in particular. We believe that this report will help to focus attention on how Indonesia has failed to live up to its commitments both to the victims of the crimes committed and to the international community.

A second major respect in which this continues to be the case falls outside this report: Indonesia has failed to cooperate with the Serious Crimes Unit established by the UN Transitional Administration in East Timor. The senior Indonesian commanders responsible for operations in East Timor in 1999, as well other alleged Indonesian and East Timorese perpetrators now in Indonesia, have been indicted for crimes against humanity after investigation by UN prosecutors and investigators. Indonesia continues to fail to cooperate with the efforts of the Special Panel for Serious Crimes in Timor-Leste to bring perpetrators to justice.
In February 2000 the United Nations Security Council encouraged Indonesia “to institute a swift, comprehensive, effective and transparent legal process, in conformity with international standards of justice and due process of law.” None of these criteria has been met. We trust that this report will be of some assistance to the UN and to others in forming an informed view about the trials and their context, and determining the appropriate course of action.

Ian Martin
Vice President
International Center for Transitional Justice
August 2003
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report focuses on the 12 trials that have taken place before the Indonesian Ad Hoc Human Rights Court since March 2002. Six of the 18 defendants have been convicted of crimes against humanity, receiving sentences ranging from 3 to 10 years. Those convicted include Indonesian National Army (TNI) officers, a militia leader, and police and civilian officials. All remain free pending appeal.

The prosecution of Major General Adam Damiri, who in 1999 was regional commander (Pangdam Udayana) of the military region of which East Timor was a part, is the single most important of these trials. Notwithstanding the extremely unusual conduct of the prosecutor, who sought an acquittal at the end of the case, Damiri was sentenced to three years in prison on August 5, 2003. The prosecutor’s behavior foregrounds the deepest underlying problem in these cases: the lack of political will to prosecute and accept the outcome of the legal process. The fact that the judges convicted Damiri demonstrates the need for a detailed understanding of the trials’ technical and political complexity: the convictions say more about the bravery of some judges than the efficacy of the legal system. The verbal abuse and intimidation the judges suffered from Damiri and members of the Special Forces of the Indonesian Army, after his conviction, demonstrated clearly the real difficulties these judges faced.

Apart from the Damiri case, the trials as a whole have been severely criticized from the onset, particularly since the first acquittals. The fact that only 6 out of 18 defendants have been convicted is one of the chief complaints of national and international critics. The moderation in sentencing, often below the legal minimum, and the fact that the convicted defendants remain free pending appeal are among the others. However, these factors are not sufficient for a fair evaluation of the court without careful analysis of the trials, the prosecution effort, and the larger context in which the trial process operated. This report provides such an evaluation of the credibility of this judicial process from investigation to final judgment.

The problem with the Jakarta trials is that the process has been fundamentally flawed from the moment the attorney general’s office took over the investigation following its acceptance of the report of the Commission of Inquiry (KPP HAM) appointed by the National Human Rights Commission (Komnas HAM). These flaws have resulted in a series of failures that has prevented the trial process, as a whole, from providing the kind of accountability many Indonesian NGOs and the international community have demanded. These failures have occurred, moreover, despite some judges’ strenuous efforts to ensure that the trials were fair and serious in their evaluation of the responsibility of the defendants. These efforts resulted in a number of significant convictions, but these convictions are not enough to redeem the failures of the process as a whole.

A balanced report on the trials must seek to analyze and explain these failures and point out when they were due to factors beyond the participants’ control. Such reflections are necessary because the reasons for the failures are manifold and complex, and, as noted above, some of the individual trials are not without their positive features. Despite all of these complications, the report concludes that six central aspects stand out in the overall failure to provide credible accountability according to international standards:
1. The failure of the prosecution in almost all of the trials to press its case with professional commitment and to produce sufficient inculpatory testimony and documents, despite the ready availability of that evidence. This failure manifested itself in a variety of ways, encompassing the pre-investigative, investigative, and trial phases of the process. This failure of the prosecution is one of the clearest and most important ways in which the court did not meet international standards in establishing the identity of those most responsible for the violence in East Timor. The report demonstrates how the failure extends beyond evidentiary matters and encompasses the scope and strength of indictments, the competence and motivation of prosecutors, and the proper application of International Humanitarian Law.

2. The failure of the prosecution to present a coherent and credible account of the violence in East Timor sufficient to justify convictions in crimes against humanity cases. The failures in the production of inculpatory evidence resulted in indictments, prosecution cases, and judgments that typically do not go beyond the narrowest facts of particular cases or provide a broader and more comprehensive account of the widespread, systematic, and organized nature of the crimes against humanity, as is the common practice in cases before the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia and its Rwandan counterpart. Even in cases that were more vigorously prosecuted, the prosecution still operated within certain limits with regard to the role of the Indonesian military as defined by the dossiers and the indictments. The indictments and the prosecution case typically ignored the system and focused only on individual incidents. Moreover, in general, the prosecution’s view of the overall context and pattern of the violence in East Timor did not differ significantly from that presented by the defense. Both sides typically represented the violence as arising from actions of pro-integration forces and resulting in a series of spontaneous “clashes,” or acts of revenge, in a conflict between two opposing armed groups, without any organized support or participation by Indonesian military, police, or security units. Judges in many cases also shared this view, which was never tested by the exigencies of proof nor grounded in solid evidence. In these cases, the prosecution, defense counsel, accused, judges, and most witnesses shared a common view—widely held in Indonesia—concerning the nature of the violence in East Timor and the lack of responsibility of Indonesian institutions in its organization or perpetration.

This view differed fundamentally not only from international reports and the views of international experts, including the International Commission of Inquiry on East Timor (CIET), established by the United Nations: it is also contradicted by the detailed investigations and indictments of the Serious Crimes Unit, established by the United Nations Transitional Administration in East Timor (UNTAET), and by several decisions of the Special Panels in Dili created to try the cases relating the atrocities of 1999. Most significant, it also departed almost completely from the KPP HAM report, which provided the legal foundation for the establishment of the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court in the first place. Indeed, the KPP HAM report concluded that the violence in East Timor was organized and systematic, and was financed, orchestrated, and encouraged by the Indonesian military up to the very highest levels. Despite the explicit recommendation of the KPP HAM report, these highest-command levels were never investigated or indicted. It is thus not the case that the KPP HAM view was examined and found wanting or lacking in evidentiary support.

3. These particular failures, and many others discussed in the report, are symptomatic of the central underlying failure that has crippled this process from beginning to end: The
failure of political will in the attorney general’s office and the highest levels of the Indonesian government to encourage or even permit a serious attempt to establish the identity and guilt of those most responsible for the crimes committed in East Timor. Those individual judges (and perhaps some prosecutors) who were committed to such an attempt were always struggling against the systemic and particular handicaps and obstacles generated by this lack of political will to enable a credible trial process. The nature of the Indonesian system for the administration of justice is such that the lack of political will at the highest levels is like a paralyzing narcotic that seeps downward through the whole system. Coupled, then, with the failure of political will is the critical systemic problem of the lack of prosecutorial independence. In regard to the equally vital factor of judicial independence, the court was intended as a mechanism to provide such independence. That it was partially successful in doing so is a tribute to the judges who withstood blatant intimidation, harassment, and serious pressures to return guilty verdicts. It is also clear, however, that although a strain of judicial independence has informed the trials, it was far from complete and needs to be supported, deepened, and encouraged through both local and international efforts.

4. The overarching objective of the trials was to establish clear command responsibility at the institutional level, not just individual culpability. This has clearly not succeeded, as some TNI officers have been acquitted and others convicted in a pattern that cannot be convincingly explained with reference solely to the merits of the individual cases. For this reason, the 12 trials have only succeeded in convicting a few individual perpetrators and have not demonstrated the responsibility of the institutions they represent. Thus, they have failed to establish accountability and undermine the culture of impunity that was responsible for the violence in the first place. This is only magnified by the concomitant failure to investigate and indict individuals at the high command level of the TNI, as recommended by KPP HAM.

5. The trials have failed fundamentally in fulfilling the “truth function,” a central part of the mandate of human rights and war crimes tribunals. Indeed, by clinging to a version of the violence in East Timor that is accepted nowhere outside of Indonesia (and rejected there by many), the trials have lost a unique opportunity to set the historical record straight, inform the Indonesian public of the accountability of their institutions for the gross human rights violations perpetrated in their name, and provide a basis for reconciliation and justice for the victims in East Timor.

6. Whatever the confluence of various factors that have produced results in particular cases, overall responsibility for the failure of the trial process before the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court lies with the attorney general’s office and the Government of the Republic of Indonesia. Because of the politicization of the prosecution, as well as a number of other factors, it is clear that without the political will at the highest levels of government to enable an independent prosecution of human rights cases, credible results and accountability will not be achieved.
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Overview

On May 5, 1999, Indonesia, Portugal, and the United Nations concluded a protracted negotiation that would allow the people of East Timor to determine whether it would become an independent state or an autonomous province of Indonesia. Significant violence in East Timor had begun in the early months of the year and continued after the agreement was concluded. That violence escalated immediately before and for several weeks after the ballot of August 30, when the people of East Timor voted to become independent. The United Nations estimates that more than 1300 people were killed throughout the violence, and that serious incidents occurred involving rape, torture, assault, and massive destruction of property. The international media closely covered the violence, which provoked widespread outrage. The UN appointed an International Commission of Inquiry on East Timor (CIET) to investigate the events that had taken place, and pressure increased in the demands for accountability. The CIET, as well as many others, called for the creation of an international court to investigate and prosecute the events that had occurred. Instead, it was decided that Indonesia ought to be allowed to demonstrate its commitment to the rule of law and to conduct appropriate investigations and prosecutions. At the same time, the United Nations Transitional Administration in East Timor (UNTAET) established mechanisms for the investigation and prosecution of the violence of 1999 with the creation of the Serious Crimes Unit under the Office of the General Prosecutor and the Special Panel for Serious Crimes in Dili District Court. While a matter for separate analysis, it should also be noted that the Serious Crimes Unit, created by UNTAET, has investigated and presented indictments in relation to individuals significantly higher up the command chain than those affected by the Jakarta prosecutions. These indictments often focus on personal responsibility for participation in planning, ordering, or executing the crimes in question, and not merely the failure to prevent such actions from occurring.

This report describes the work of the judicial institution established by Indonesia to try those responsible for the violence of 1999: the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court. It focuses on the 12 trials, which have taken place since March 2002, of military, police, and civilian officials for their role in the violence of 1999 in East Timor. Six of the 18 defendants have been convicted of crimes against humanity, receiving sentences ranging from 3 to 10 years. Those convicted include high-ranking Indonesian Army (TNI) officers, a militia leader, and police and civilian officials. While all those convicted have the right to appeal and remain free pending such an appeal, it appears that only Abilio Soares, former civilian governor of East Timor at the time of the 1999 crimes, has done so.

1 Preparation of this report benefited from the collaboration of Asmara Nababan, who produced the contents of Section I. The full text of his report on The KPP HAM Commission of Inquiry is contained in Annex 1, available at www.ictj.org.
2 For more details on those charged and the indictments presented, see, e.g., the indictment at http://www.jsmp.minihub.org/indictmentspdf/wirantoindictenghs4mar03.pdf, which relates to Wiranto and Zacky Anwar Makarim (among others), who were not indicted by the Indonesian AG. General Wiranto was minister of defense and commander of the Indonesian Armed Forces. Major General Zacky Anwar Makarim was the most senior military officer based in East Timor in the period leading up to the ballot, although not in the formal chain of command. On February 24, 2003, both were charged in absentia with crimes against humanity before the Dili Special Panel, along with other senior military officers, including Damiri, Suratman, and Muis.
The report is based on an ongoing study of the trial process over a period of 15 months. During this period, observations were conducted of all 12 trials, and in-depth interviews were conducted with judges, prosecutors, defense counsel, members of NGOs, the Jakarta legal and diplomatic communities, and Indonesian and international observers and experts. These interviews took place during four trips to Jakarta between May 2002 and February 2003, each of which lasted from 10 days to 3 weeks. In addition, the report draws extensively on the indictments and judgments from the trials (except for that of Adam Damiri, which was not available at the time of this writing). Interviews were undertaken in Dili, East Timor, in January 2001, with prosecutors in the Serious Crimes Unit, judges, defense counsel, district and regional human rights officers, members of NGOs, and senior members of the UNTAET political and legal staffs.

This report’s overarching goal is to evaluate the credibility of this judicial process from investigation to final judgment. If the process was independent and impartial, if the investigation was thorough, if the prosecution was competent and committed to establishing the guilt of those indicted, and if the available evidence was brought to bear and fairly and scrupulously assessed by the judges, then we must accept the final verdicts, however much they may differ from our preconceptions and our desire for justice for the victims in East Timor.

The problem with the Jakarta trials is that most of these conditions have not been obtained. Indeed, the process has been fundamentally flawed from the moment that the attorney general’s (AGs) office took over the investigation following its acceptance of the report of the Commission of Inquiry (KPP HAM) appointed by the National Human Rights Commission (Komnas HAM). These flaws have resulted in a series of failures that has prevented the trial process, viewed as a whole, from providing the kind of accountability that many Indonesian NGOs and the international community have demanded. The trials were explicitly designed to achieve this accountability, according to the official notes relating to their creation that were published in the State Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia. Moreover, these failures have occurred despite some of the judges’ strenuous efforts to ensure that the trials were fair and serious in their evaluation of the defendants’ responsibility, and these efforts resulted in a number of significant convictions, which, however, are not enough to redeem the failures of the process as a whole.

The prosecution of Adam Damiri, who in 1999 was regional commander (Pangdam Udayana) of the military region of which East Timor was a part, is the single most important case in the Indonesian trials. The court convicted Damiri on August 5, 2003, and sentenced him to three years’ imprisonment. While the sentence is, like several others, below the minimum required by law, the truly exceptional aspect of the case lies in the prosecutor’s conduct. In June 2003, the prosecution demanded an acquittal on the grounds that it had not proved any of the charges on which the defendant had been indicted. The prosecution’s failure to press its case in this crucial

---

3 Important support and assistance, including documents and unofficial trial transcripts, was provided by ELSAM, an Indonesian NGO that monitored and reported on the trials from beginning to end. ELSAM has produced a series of important reports on the trials. English translations of these reports are available at http://warcrimescenter.berkeley.edu.

4 Translations of the indictments and judgments are available at the website of the UC Berkeley War Crimes Studies Center at http://warcrimescenter.berkeley.edu.

5 “Establishment of this Act constitutes the realization of the Indonesian nation’s responsibility as a member of the United Nations. In addition, establishment of the Act concerning human rights involves a mission to execute a moral and legal responsibility to hold in the highest esteem and implement the Universal Declaration of Human Rights drawn up by the United Nations as well as provisions set forth in several other legal instruments pertaining to human rights which have been ratified and/or approved by the state of the Republic of Indonesia,” Notes to Act Number 26 of 2000 of the Republic of Indonesia Concerning Human Rights, State Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia, 2000.
trial, together with the judges’ decision to convict despite this failure, provides an appropriate coda to the Jakarta trials. The prosecution’s conduct clearly indicates the deepest underlying problem in these cases: the lack of political will to prosecute and to accept the outcome of the legal process; i.e., the lack of a political context in which the administration of justice can function with legitimacy and independence. At the same time, the judges’ determination to convict—despite intimidation, harassment, and possible danger to themselves in doing so (see below)—demonstrates that a potential, albeit repressed and limited, for judicial independence and accountability in the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court remains intact. In contrast to many of the international reports of the Damiri conviction, many Indonesian journalists and experts have emphasized the significance that a civilian human rights court has convicted a major general at Adam Damiri’s level of seniority.

The Ad Hoc Human Rights Court was intended to provide independence and legitimacy. As explained below, the prosecutor’s conduct in the Damiri case leaves only one possible conclusion: that, when necessary, direct pressure will prevail to prevent the independent and legitimate exercise of the functions of the prosecutor. Faced with a panel of judges who, based on past performance in three previous trials, would be likely to convict (and able to resist pressure and harassment to do otherwise), some form of political intervention appears to have motivated prosecutors to attempt to argue for an acquittal when they were on the verge of what would have been, by normal standards, their most important victory.

Apart from the Damiri case, the trials as a whole have been severely criticized since they began, particularly after the first acquittals. The fact that only 6 of 18 defendants have been convicted thus far is one of the chief complaints of national and international critics. The moderation in sentencing, including several that fall below the established legal minimum, and the fact that the convicted defendants remain free pending appeal are among the others. But if we are committed to the international standards of justice by which we measure the Indonesian trials, the statistics about convictions versus acquittals are not enough. It is not the number of acquittals that matters, for a study like this one must presume the defendants to be legally innocent until proven guilty. What does matter is the process by which judgments about their innocence or guilt were made. Indeed, we must be just as prepared to criticize a guilty verdict not founded upon the evidence as an unfounded acquittal. This kind of impartiality has been lacking in some reports, which appear simply to assume the legal guilt of all of the defendants and regard any conviction as ipso facto due to corruption. Based on observations of the trials, although political influence and intimidation have without a doubt played a role, the issues are more complex than that.

A balanced report on the trials must seek to analyze and explain these failures and point out where they arose from factors beyond the participants’ control. Such details are necessary in even an abbreviated account of the trials such as this, because the reasons for the failures are manifold and complex and, as noted above, some of the individual trials are not without their positive features. Despite all of these complications (which are elaborated in some detail below), we can, without qualification, preliminarily identify three central aspects of this overall failure of the Jakarta trials to provide credible accountability according to international standards.

1. Failures of evidence: the failure of the prosecution in almost all of the trials to press its case with professional commitment and to produce sufficient inculpatory testimony and documents, despite the ready availability of that evidence. This failure manifested itself in several ways:

   • Failure to use the KPP HAM investigative report and database.
• Failure to use evidence offered or available from UNTAET or in East Timor.
• Failure to conduct sufficient independent investigation and to use the evidence that was gathered during the investigative phase.
• Failure to resolve at an early stage the problems related to witness protection, or to secure other technical solutions to the problem of obtaining testimony from witnesses in East Timor, such as teleconferencing, so as to ensure the timely and adequate production of victim-witness testimony.
• Failure to exercise a reasonable degree of professional initiative in using the information developed in previous trials to strengthen prosecution cases.
• Failure to produce testimony from international observers who were in East Timor during the violence.
• Failure to enforce the rules regarding the presence of witnesses in the courtroom when they are not testifying and regarding their conversing with parties or other witnesses.
• Failure to prevent witness intimidation.

Despite the explicit recommendation of the KPP HAM report, the highest command levels were never investigated or indicted. The KPP HAM view was not examined and found wanting or lacking in evidentiary support; rather, it was never examined at all. In this way, the court’s truth and accountability functions failed fundamentally.

This failure is one of the clearest and most important ways in which the court did not meet international standards in establishing the identity of those most responsible for the violence in East Timor. As seen below, it extends beyond evidentiary matters and encompasses the scope and strength of indictments, the competence and motivation of prosecutors, and the proper application of International Humanitarian Law (IHL).

The failure to produce inculpatory evidence resulted in indictments, prosecution cases, and judgments that typically do not go beyond the narrowest facts of particular cases or provide a broader and more comprehensive account of the widespread, systematic, and organized nature of the crimes against humanity, as is the common practice in cases before the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) and the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY). Even in cases that were more vigorously prosecuted, the prosecution still operated within certain limits regarding the role of the TNI as defined by the dossiers and the indictments.

2. Flawed prosecutorial strategies: the failure of the prosecution to present a coherent and credible account of the violence in East Timor sufficient to justify convictions in crimes against humanity cases. The indictments and the prosecution case typically ignore the system and focus only on individual incidents. Moreover, in general, the prosecution’s view of the overall context and pattern of the violence in East Timor as a whole did not differ significantly from that presented by the defense. Both sides typically represented the violence as arising from actions of pro-integration forces and resulting in a series of spontaneous “clashes” or acts of revenge in a conflict between two opposing armed groups, without any organized support or participation by TNI, police, or security units. In many cases, judges also shared this view, which was never tested by the exigencies of proof or grounded in solid evidence. In these cases, the prosecution, defense counsel,
accused, judges, and most witnesses shared a common view that was one widely held in Indonesia.

This view differed fundamentally from that of international reports, international experts, the evidence collected by prosecutors in the Serious Crimes Unit, and the findings of the Serious Crimes Panel tribunals. Most significant, it also departed almost completely from the KPP HAM report, which provided the legal foundation for the establishment of the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court in the first place. As shown below, the KPP HAM report concluded that the violence in East Timor was organized and systematic, and was financed, orchestrated, and encouraged by the Indonesian military up to the very highest levels.

3. **Insufficient political will to prosecute:** the failure of political will in the AG’s office and the highest levels of the Indonesian government to encourage or even permit a serious attempt to establish the identity and guilt of those most responsible for the crimes committed in East Timor. Those individual judges (and perhaps some prosecutors) who were committed to such an attempt had to struggle against the systemic and particular handicaps and obstacles generated by this lack of political will to enable a credible trial process. This lack is manifested in the government’s slow attempts to transform the militarized public prosecution service into a professional civil service body. In addition, the nature of the Indonesian administration of the justice system is centralized and hierarchical, such that the lack of political will at the highest levels is like a paralyzing narcotic that seeps downward through the whole system. For the most part, cases were apparently tried by prosecutors who were unable to secure better assignments because of systemic incentives discouraging active prosecution. Prosecutors were not provided with the necessary resources, independence, or decision-making power to efficiently argue these cases.

Coupled, then, with the failure of political will, is the equally critical systemic problem of the lack of prosecutorial independence. The Ad Hoc Human Rights Court was intended to provide such independence. That it was partially successful is a tribute to the judges who withstood blatant intimidation, harassment, and serious pressures to return guilty verdicts. It is also clear, however, that although a strain of judicial independence informed the trials, it was far from complete, and needs to be supported, deepened, and encouraged through both local and international efforts.7

The remainder of this report is divided into three parts. The first provides a background account of the report of the independent investigative committee, KPP HAM, under the auspices of the National Human Rights Commission, Komnas HAM. It also examines the nature of KPP HAM’s findings and explains how they were not carried over into the investigation and prosecution aspects of the process. Section II examines the trials and judgments in seven individual cases so as to provide a detailed analysis of the trials’ strengths and weaknesses. The third section builds on this analysis in examining the systemic and trial-specific weaknesses in the prosecution and court.

7 Dato’ Param Cumaraswamy, Report on the Mission to Indonesia, July 15–24, 2002: As the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers concluded, “The several acquittals before the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court for East Timor is [sic] not surprising. The insufficient investigations and the failure to produce material evidence contributed to such acquittals. The judges who had to base their decisions on the evidence before the court may not be faulted” (20).
I. COMMISSION OF INQUIRY (KPP HAM) FINDINGS AND RESULTS

A. Inquiries Into Gross Violations of Human Rights in East Timor From the Investigation by KPP HAM to Prosecution by the Attorney General

KPP HAM was established by Komnas HAM’s plenary session on September 23, 1999, and set forth in the Decree of the Chair of Komnas HAM No. 770/TUA/IX/99. It was established as an independent Commission of Inquiry and, to ensure its objectivity, aside from five members from Komnas HAM, four others were appointed from civil society. KPP HAM was mandated to:

- Gather facts, data, and information on violations of human rights in East Timor since January 1999, focusing particularly on gross violations of human rights, including genocide, massacre, torture, forced displacement, crimes against women and children, and systematic destruction of property;
- Investigate the degree of involvement of the state apparatus and or other national and international agencies in human rights violations; and
- Compile the findings of the inquiry as the preliminary evidence for the investigation and prosecution in a Human Rights Court.

In executing its work, KPP HAM encountered serious obstacles in executing its tasks, including, among others, insufficient time and resources, a lack of cooperation from essential parties, and intimidation and harassment.

B. The Findings and Recommendations of KPP HAM

In its final report, KPP HAM concentrated on a number of primary cases during the period from January 1999 to September 1999, although the occurrence of violence in the region was by no means limited to then. The primary cases were:

- The Liquisa Church massacre, April 6, 1999
- Arbitrary arrests and torture in Kailako, April 12, 1999
- The ambush of Manual Gamma groups, April 12, 1999
- Summary executions in Bobonaro, April 13, 1999
- The attack on Manuel Carrascalao’s house, April 17, 1999
- The riots in Dili, August 26, 1999
- The attack on the Dili Diocese, September 5, 1999
- The attack on Bishop Belo’s house, September 6, 1999
- The burning down of houses (scorched-earth operation) in Maliana, September 4, 1999
- The attack on the Suai Church Complex, September 6, 1999
- The murder of Sander Thoenes, September 21, 1999

---

8 This section is an edited excerpt/summary from a report by Asmara Nababan, former member of the Commission of Inquiry for Human Rights Violation in East Timor (KPP HAM). Asmara Nababan collaborated in the research for this report, and an extended version of his contribution, summarized here, appears in Annex 1, available at www.ictj.org.

9 Generally adapted from The Report of KPP HAM, which was given to the attorney general on January 31, 2000.

10 This period started from the announcement of BJ Habibie’s “two options” in January until Indonesia withdrew its military and police forces from East Timor in September 1999.
• The massacre in Los Palos, September 25, 1999
• Acts of gender-based violence, including rape

The AG’s office took up only four of these primary cases for investigation. By analyzing these cases and the evidence it had obtained, as well as the historical background and political situation of East Timor leading up to the events of 1999, KPP HAM also found that there was a close relation between Indonesian civilians and military officials and the armed Timorese militias/civilians.

Prior to the government’s announcement of the popular consultation in January 1999, armed civilian groups (militias), obtaining support from the civilian and military apparatus, had already executed various violent actions against civilian groups they perceived as pro-independence. Soon after the announcement, various existing or newly formed militia organizations were consolidated into one, Pasukan Pejuang Integrasi (Pro Integration Forces, or PPI). Meanwhile, Governor Abilio Soares testified to KPP HAM that he had ordered all the district regents in East Timor to establish Pam Swakarsa11 in every village under the leadership of the village head for the purpose of ensuring the victory of autonomy. The provincial governor and the district regents had direct administrative authority over the Pam Swakarsa, while the police forces played the role of supervisor and the TNI provided support. The financing of Pam Swakarsa came from the state annual regional budget. The Pam Swakarsa, if not only just another umbrella term for militia groups, at the very least overlapped significantly with them.

KPP HAM found that the Government of Indonesia and the Indonesian military supported the militias by providing facilities, weapons, and financial support, as well as by engaging in joint patrols and operations. Based on the facts and evidence as described above, there was a strong indication that planned, widespread, and systematic gross violations of human rights had occurred in East Timor, with the support and participation of the Indonesian military. Based on these findings, the report recommended to the AG that more than 100 individuals be investigated as suspects. These included four of the highest-ranking members of the Indonesian Armed Forces:

• General Wiranto, former Minister of Defense/Commander of Armed Forces
• Lieutenant General Johny Lumintang, Deputy Commander of Armed Forces
• Mayor General Zacky Anwar, member of P4OKT12 and security adviser to Task Force P3TT13
• Major General (retired) H.R. Garnadi, Vice Chairman of Task Force P3TT

None of these individuals were indicted or, according to KPP HAM, ever investigated by the AG’s office.

C. CIET and KPP HAM

The International Committee of Inquiry on East Timor (CIET) was established pursuant to the resolution adopted by the UN Commission on Human Rights on October 15, 1999. It was mandated to gather and compile information on possible violations of human rights in East Timor.

---

11 Abbreviation from the name in Bahasa: Pengamanan Swa Karsa (Self-Reliance Security).
13 Satgas Pelaksanaan Penentuan Pendapat di Timor Timur: The Task Force for the Popular Consultation in East Timor.
and to provide the Secretary-General with the basis for recommendations on future actions regarding this matter.

KPP HAM and CIET maintained little practical cooperation. KPP HAM also experienced a lack of support from CIET. Even though KPP HAM held three meetings with the CIET, information, documents, and evidence were not exchanged, as they never reached an agreement concerning the protocol of cooperation. KPP HAM was aware that CIET was able to question 170 witnesses in East Timor and gather more information and evidence, such as documents, some of which were inaccessible to KPP HAM. An exchange of documents and evidence would have helped KPP HAM to work effectively in the minimum time (four months) provided for it to complete its tasks, so this lack of cooperation was unfortunate. Despite this fact, however, it is striking that two independent commissions came to very similar conclusions regarding what happened in East Timor before and after the referendum in 1999. Both commissions determined that there were patterns of gross violations of human rights and breaches of IHL, which varied over time but took the form of systematic and widespread attacks against the civilian population. Both commissions also established the involvement of the Indonesia Armed Forces and the East Timorese militias in these violations. One difference is that CIET did not name persons allegedly responsible for the crimes, while KPP HAM did.

D. The Implementation of KPP HAM’s Recommendations

The AG’s office, after receiving the KPP HAM report, appointed an investigative team comprising career attorneys and military and police officers. The AG also appointed a 15-member team of experts to act as consultants. The AG’s investigative team completed the investigation on September 1, 2000. On November 23, 2000, the Indonesian Parliament passed the Human Rights Court Act No. 26/2000 (to replace the PERPU No.1/1999), and the President signed it into law. The Act stipulated the establishment of the Ad Hoc Human Right Court for past crimes. Even though the explanatory section of the Act noted that the definition of crimes was derived from the Rome Statutes of International Criminal Court, there are several important differences that have hampered the full prosecution of these cases. It has been suggested that the failure to include a provision similar to that found in Article 7(k) of the Rome Statute\(^{14}\) in relation to “other inhuman acts” meant the destruction of property in the form of the scorched-earth operation could not be included in the prosecution. Article 7(k) is included in the Rome Statute precisely because it is recognized as impossible to anticipate every form of human cruelty and to allow the possibility of prosecution for acts, so long as they otherwise fit with the requirements of crimes against humanity, even if they are not specifically mentioned in the Statute. It is, at the very least, a serious oversight in the drafting competence of those responsible for Law 26 of 2000 to have failed to include something similar. However, the suggestion that the failure to include such a provision meant that the massive destruction of property could not be included in terms of the systematic scorched-earth operation seems misplaced. Article 9(h) of Law 26 defining crimes against humanity includes the following: terrorization of a particular group or association based on political views, race, nationality, ethnic origin, culture, religion, sex, or any other basis, regarded universally as contravening international law.

This article reflects the provision found in Article 7(h) of the Rome Statute on the issue of persecution. There is absolutely no difficulty in a prosecutor arguing that the policy of massive destruction of property responded to a pattern of persecution based entirely on the political views (real or perceived) of the victims of the attacks. The fact that no such crime was ever charged in

\(^{14}\) Article 7(k): Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health.
any of the indictments demonstrates either a lack of understanding of the law itself or a deeper failure of will to use it to its fullest extent.

A further limitation found in Law 26 of 2000 was that the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court was limited to the consideration of events of April and September of 1999 in only three of East Timor’s 13 regencies.

To facilitate the investigation of the crimes committed in East Timor, on April 5, 2000, the AG and UNTAET signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on Cooperation in Legal, Judicial and Human Rights Related Matters. The MOU afforded each party the widest possible measure of mutual assistance in investigations or court proceedings in respect of offenses, the prosecution of which (at the time of a request for assistance) falls within the jurisdiction of the judicial authorities of the requested party. In implementing the MOU, UNTAET facilitated the investigation by the AG’s investigative team in East Timor in questioning witnesses and observing the crime scenes. However, when the Special Crimes Unit from UNTAET attempted to do the same thing in Indonesia, it was not able to question a single witness. This point should not be underestimated. It is a key element in demonstrating that while the Indonesian government wanted to look as if it was prepared to cooperate in the quest for accountability, when the time came to act on such commitments, there was no political will to do so.

E. The KPP HAM Inquiry vs. the Attorney General’s Investigation: Differences in Conclusions

After the submission of the final report, there was almost no consultation or discussion between KPP HAM and the AG concerning the findings. The AG invited KPP HAM only once for a discussion, and that was merely to explain how to operate the JURIDOC database system that it had employed to catalogue and make accessible the large body of evidence appended to its report. It was thus surprising that when the indictments were made public, it clearly appeared that the AG had constructed a case that differed in fundamental ways from KPP HAM’s findings and recommendations. The following table summarizes the most important of these differences.

---

15 Defense counsel interviewed in Jakarta denied that there was effective cooperation and maintained that their efforts were hindered by various actions of UNTAET and the Serious Crimes Unit.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patterns of crimes</th>
<th>AG’S CASE</th>
<th>KPP HAM’S REPORT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Murder</td>
<td>Mass murder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Persecution</td>
<td>Torture and persecution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mass murder</td>
<td>Forced disappearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Torture and persecution</td>
<td>Sexual enslavement and rape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forced disappearance</td>
<td>Scorched-earth operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forced displacement</td>
<td>Forced displacement and deportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sexual enslavement and rape</td>
<td>Destruction and loss of evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occurrences of crime</td>
<td>Four incidents:</td>
<td>Sixteen primary cases, although not limited to them (as explained above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Liquisa massacre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The attack on Suai Church</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The attack on Manuel Carrascalao’s house</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The attack on Bishop Belo’s house</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime scene</td>
<td>Three locations/regencies:</td>
<td>All the 13 regencies of East Timor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suai (Kovalima)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dili</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liquisa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alleged perpetrators</td>
<td>Sixteen individuals</td>
<td>More than 100 individuals, including those that allegedly executed the crimes directly, as well as the Indonesian High Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time frame</td>
<td>April 1999 and September 1999</td>
<td>January to September 1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unfortunately, it is hard to escape the conclusion that the underlying reason for these serious differences is political. The reason for this major reduction in the scope of the investigation and prosecution in regard to the patterns, scope, and geographical range of crimes ultimately resides in the shift in the Government of Indonesia’s political commitment to resolve the gross human rights violations in East Timor fairly and impartially, demonstrated most clearly in the creation of a mandate that was excessively narrow and arbitrary in terms of jurisdiction *ratione materiae* and *ratione temporis*. Nonetheless, nothing in the mandate itself would have prevented the AG’s office from providing evidence about the widespread and systematic context of the events in April and September (in addition to the specific acts that formed the core of particular indictments). The failure to do this in the majority of the cases rests directly with the AG’s office.

F. The Creation of the Ad Hoc Court, Law 26/2000, and the Constitution of the Panels

The Indonesian legislature passed Law 26/2000 in November 2000, establishing the Human Rights Court as a special chamber within the existing legal system. This report does not intend to explore the strengths and weaknesses of the law itself, partly because the focus here is on the trials and partly because others have covered this in detail elsewhere. The main concerns can be briefly summarized in that the temporal jurisdiction allowed the courts only to consider events occurring in April and September of 1999, thus excluding some significant aspects reported on by KPP HAM. This weakness demonstrates the legislature’s excessively restrictive approach. However, this temporal limitation also might have impeded the prosecution of crimes against humanity. The logic seems to be that because crimes against humanity require proof that the defendant acted in the knowledge that his acts took place in the context of a widespread and systematic attack on the civilian population, restricting matters to two specific and distant months would make this more difficult to prove. Regrettably as the limitation was, it did not impede the prosecution from leading evidence of facts and circumstances outside the time periods in question that would have demonstrated the nature of the attacks. Any failure to introduce such evidence is entirely the prosecutor’s failing and cannot be blamed on the narrowness of the legislation. Analysis of the judgments in individual cases (see Section II) supports this conclusion and demonstrates that when they wished to do so, judges and prosecutors were perfectly capable of referring to the broader temporal context in which the crimes were committed.

The judges comprise both career judges and ad hoc appointees. They were apparently selected during the course of secret hearings by a closed session of Indonesia’s Supreme Court. The judges were drawn almost entirely from university law faculties, after an initial process in which the deans asked for volunteers and then forwarded lists of names. Information is not available about the process by which the names of career judges were put forward. A panel of five judges was assigned to each case, in an apparently random process that the judges cannot understand or explain. Some judges found themselves on as many as four panels, others on far fewer. Each panel consists of three ad hoc and two career judges, with a career judge presiding. Most of the

---

16 One of the most curious differences is the exclusion of more than 84 alleged perpetrators in the case the attorney general composed, especially those who allegedly directly executed the crimes. The logical initial step would have been to prosecute the field perpetrators first, before bringing to court individuals who allegedly ordered the crimes or neglected to take all necessary and reasonable measures within their power to prevent or repress their commission.

17 See Section F for a fuller explanation of this point.

career judges had no (or very little) training in, or experience with, international law or human rights. The same applies to the ad hoc judges, except for those few whose area of specialization is international criminal law and human rights law. In part because of their expertise in these areas, a few of the ad hoc judges were able to play a very important role in the deliberations of the panels to which they were assigned. Indeed, four of the six convictions can be attributed to some combination of the judges from the panel that heard the Damiri case.

II. ANALYSIS OF THE TRIALS AND JUDGMENTS

This part of the report analyses 7 of the 12 trials brought before the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court, including the Damiri case.¹⁹ This case is analyzed on the basis of the Prosecution’s Summation of Charges Proved and press reports of the conviction. Unlike the other cases analyzed, there has not been the opportunity to consider the judgment in detail. This report thus examines all of the trials of the three generals who held the highest command positions of those indicted. This report does not discuss the first three trials (Abilio Soares, Timbul Silaen, and Herman Sedyono, et al.) because they were decided almost a year ago and have received intense international scrutiny.²⁰ The seven cases selected include military, police, and civilians, as well as the highest-ranking Timorese militia leader indicted, and represent three convictions and four acquittals. Most of the cases focus on the responsibility of the TNI. This selection enables us to evaluate the prosecution of officers at three command levels: military district (Dili or Liquisa), overall command of East Timor (Nuer Muis and Tono Suratman), and the regional commander (Adam Damiri). These analyses are based on observations of these trials (as well as the others not included among the seven), interviews with participants and observers, and analysis of the judgments. Section III draws on this analysis of the individual cases to develop a more general argument about the problems that had a negative impact on the trial process as a whole.²¹

A. Trial of Nuer Muis

**Key Points:**

- Defendant found guilty of crimes against humanity as a result of direct participation and on the basis of command responsibility regarding failure to prevent TNI involvement in abuses. He was found not to have effective control of the militia groups.
- Findings on crimes against humanity go much further than the judgments in almost all of the other 11 trials in their portrayal of the widespread and systematic qualities of the violence in East Timor, as well as in indicating the important role of the TNI in its perpetration.
- Sentenced to five years in prison but remains free pending appeal. No appeal has yet been lodged.

---

¹⁹ For a summary of the outcome of all 12 trials in relation to the 18 defendants, please see Annex 1, available at www.ictj.org.
²⁰ See, e.g., the ELSAM Reports on these trials, available in English at the website of the UC Berkeley War Crimes Studies Center, http://warcrimescenter.berkeley.edu.
²¹ The UC Berkeley War Crimes Studies Center has commissioned translations of all of the judgments. The translation effort proceeded under the oversight of Aviva Nababan, and was facilitated by ELSAM. Nine of these judgments, as well as many of the indictments, are currently available on the website cited in the preceding footnote. This analysis is based on ELSAM’s transcript of the judgment as no official version was available at the time of writing.
Indictment: Brigadier General Nuer Muis was the overall TNI commander (Danrem, at that time a colonel) in East Timor during the attacks that occurred on September 5–6, 1999, having replaced Tono Suratman in mid-July. He reported to General Adam Damiri (Pangdam Udayana), the regional commander. He was charged with murder and persecution as crimes against humanity in regard to the attacks at the Diocese Complex in Dili, at the residence of Bishop Belo in Dili, and the Ave Maria Church complex in Suai. He was convicted and sentenced to five years’ imprisonment.22

Judgment: There are two preliminary points to be emphasized in evaluating the judgment in this case. The first involves the nature of the court’s findings regarding the crimes against humanity charges. These findings go much further than the judgments in almost all of the other 11 trials in their portrayal of the widespread and systematic qualities of the violence in East Timor, as well as in indicating the important role of the TNI in its perpetration.23 (They could, however, have gone still further.) Second, the findings are utterly inconsistent with the statements the prosecution made in the Damiri case in explaining why it had not proved any of the charges. This inconsistency is particularly noteworthy because Damiri was charged under command responsibility, and Muis was his direct subordinate and kept him well informed of the security situation. The evidence that supported Muis’ guilt bears directly upon Damiri, as well.

At trial, 21 witnesses testified in court (two via teleconferencing from East Timor). Sixteen of these witnesses were TNI (10), police (4), government officials, or militia members. Three were expert witnesses, and only two victim-witnesses testified by means of teleconferencing. In addition, the sworn pretrial statements of four victim-witnesses were read in court.24 As in other trials, in order to convict, the judges had to disregard the vast bulk of the testimony produced by prosecution witnesses largely on the basis of a lack of credibility and reliability. Without the expedient of teleconferencing, implemented only in the very final stages of the trial, no victim-witnesses would have testified at all.

The judges found that, at the relevant times in East Timor, crimes against humanity were committed as a part of a widespread or systematic attack, known by the TNI to be directly targeted upon civilian residents for murder. Significantly, they based this conclusion on their findings that such violence—including murder, a scorched-earth operation, and the destruction of civilians’ houses—occurred in almost all parts of East Timor. None of the indictments and very few judgments describe this larger context of organized criminality. They find that such attacks occurred often and repeatedly, followed a similar pattern, began before the referendum, and were well known to the TNI. The TNI, they find, must also have known that such attacks were likely to occur with even greater violence after the referendum. Further, the fact that the jurisdiction of the commanders of Suai and Dili (Dandim Suai and Dandim Dili) consisted of small towns and cities would have made it easy for them to detect and track mass movements of persons. These commanders should have been able to predict the attacks on the Dili Diocese and the Suai Church complexes because of the concentration of pro-independence masses at these locations.25

22 Because the text of the judgment is not yet available, this discussion is based on a summary of the ELSAM transcript of the judgment as read in court.
23 Nonetheless, the judges, in sentencing Nuer Muis, seemed to undercut much of what they had established on the evidence by finding a number of mitigating factors that diluted the strength of their analysis on general TNI responsibility (see note 28).
24 The prosecution dossier included pretrial statements by 23 witnesses.
25 It should be noted, however, that Nuer Muis’ subordinate who was commander (Dandim) of the Suai area was acquitted by the court, again indicating irreconcilable inconsistencies in the court’s approaches.
The judges found that the TNI had not attempted to assess properly the security situation of the refugees in Dili or Suai or to disperse the armed masses that had gathered there. The security apparatus that was responsible for preventing or stopping these attacks was present at the scene, but did nothing. The defendant, despite his authority and duty to do so, did not issue orders to take decisive action to stop such attacks. Moreover, his subordinates (Dandim Suai and Dandim Dili) intentionally provided support and opportunity for the attacks by supplying firearms to the pro-integration group preparing to attack the weak, frightened, and hungry refugees. These two officers should be legally accountable for not making the maximum effort to prevent these attacks. The court found that it had been proven that the defendant participated in and supported these crimes against humanity exerted by the pro-independence mob together with TNI troops under his effective command and control. The pro-integration militia groups, however, were not proven to be under his effective command and control.

The defendant, according to the judges, also committed crimes against humanity through his neglect to prevent the attacks. The defendant should have instituted 24-hour monitoring to ensure that his subordinates, especially Dandim Dili and Dandim Suai, carried out his orders. By neglecting to monitor or supervise the execution of his orders, the defendant can be regarded as neglecting the execution of his duties as a military commander, and thus he must be held accountable. Failing to take proper preventive measures or allowing his subordinates to engage in criminal acts, the court concludes, constitutes participation.

The defendant, the judgment holds, by virtue of his position authorizing him to maintain regional security, should have had knowledge about the potential conflicts in East Timor, especially because this conflict had existed since 1976. Moreover, the violence prior to the referendum had followed a pattern in regard to the pro-integration groups’ attacks on pro-independence groups. The defendant failed to anticipate these occurrences of violence. Further, he did not take proper steps to arrest the perpetrators or investigate and prosecute those responsible. Thus, in not acting against his subordinates (Dandim Dili and Suai) when attacks by pro-integration groups, assisted by TNI troops, occurred in territory under his command, he failed to take necessary and proper action to detain them and hand them over for investigation.26

The judgments against Nuer Muis and Eurico Gutteres (discussed below) go the furthest in their analysis of the TNI’s involvement in the violence in East Timor. Their discussion is the closest to the findings of KPP HAM and the CIET. Any suggestion that they might have gone still further runs up against the limitations of the evidence introduced by the prosecution, particularly the lack of victim-witnesses. In the cases below we will see many examples of instances where judges, whether through conviction or convenience, were not willing to go as far in basing their decision on a small minority of the witnesses’ testimony. In these cases resulting in acquittals, as will be

---

26 In regard to the five-year sentence, the judges enumerate a series of factors they considered, including the difficulty of law enforcement forces operating under the prevailing conditions, the fact that both parties initiated violence, the fact that unfairness in the referendum process by United Nations Mission in East Timor (UNAMET) angered the pro-integration groups and, finally, that “other parties” were also responsible for the violence. As in several other cases where there were convictions, the judges justified going under the minimum by reference to their “sense of justice.” They employ the same kind of logic as when they deviate from standard evidentiary rules and practices: when the letter of the law conflicts with justice, the judges must create a “breakthrough” to give primacy to justice. There are probably a number of reasons for the relatively light sentence, in particular the conviction that soldiers at the defendant’s level are only partly responsible for the policies they carry out and sentencing practices in Indonesia (see below).
seen, the description of the scope, nature, and responsibility for the violence in East Timor is also radically different from the findings in the Muis judgment.

B. Trial of Adam Damiri

**Key Points:**

- Sentenced to three years in prison on the basis of his failure to prevent certain crimes occurring, despite the prosecutor’s request to acquit him. He is entitled to appeal and remains at liberty pending its outcome.
- The prosecution, in its *requisitor* (final summation of charges and evidence), claimed that it had not proven the charges, setting the stage for an acquittal.
- Their statements explaining why they had not proved any of the charges are entirely inconsistent with the findings in the Muis case, summarized above.
- The prosecutors were largely perceived as incompetent (failure to introduce evidence or properly question witnesses).
- Significant atmosphere of intimidation prevailed.
- The case is the clearest demonstration of the lack of political will to allow an effective and impartial process to take place.

**Indictment:** Damiri was charged with murder and persecution as crimes against humanity because he “knew or should have known that troops under his effective command and control” had committed or were committing these crimes as part of a widespread or systematic attack. The specific incidents for which Damiri was indicted included the April 6, 1999, attack on Pastor Rafael dos Santos’ residence in Liquisa, the April 17 attack on Manuel Carrascalao’s house in Dili, the September 5–6 attacks on the Dili Diocese and Bishop Belo’s residence, and the attack on the Suai Church compound on September 6. The indictment alleges that TNI members directly participated in all of these attacks and names specific individuals, including a number of officers.

**Prosecution:** Despite being unable to analyze the judgment in this case, one can still usefully compare the findings of the Muis judgment with the prosecution’s summation of its case against his superior, Adam Damiri. This summation comes at the stage of the trial where the prosecution advises the court of the charges it claims to have proved and demands a verdict (*requisitor*).

The prosecution argues that the following legal facts were established at the trial:

- The violence at Pastor Rafael dos Santos’ residence on April 6, 1999, was a “spontaneous clash between pro-integration and pro-independence forces.”
- There was no proof of any involvement of TNI or other troops under the defendant’s effective command and control. Six other witnesses (all of whom are TNI, including two defendants in other trials) contradicted Pastor Rafael’s testimony to the contrary.
- The defendant took appropriate steps to prevent and investigate. The same conclusion holds true for the attack on Manuel Carrascalao’s house (e.g., “purely a clash of the pro-independence and pro-integration masses”).

This account of the three incidents directly contradicts the findings of the Muis case, where the violence was not portrayed as a “clash,” but an attack with TNI involvement. Further, the defendant’s testimony was found to be more credible than that of victim-witness Bishop Belo. Despite the judges’ finding in the Muis case that these facts were proven beyond a reasonable
doubt, the prosecutors felt that the evidence they introduced did not substantiate the charges and, hence, they could not submit the case for judgment. In a conclusion that sounds curiously like a defense, the prosecutors argued that on the basis of the defendant’s testimony, it had been proven that the TNI took “immediate, responsive, and professional actions” in stopping and preventing the riot.

On January 23, 2003, Pastor Rafael dos Santos in Dili finally testified via teleconferencing about the Liquisa massacre at his church. His account flatly contradicted that of the previous TNI and police witnesses. He testified that he saw TNI personnel actively participating in the attack. TNI and police witnesses testified that they had tried to prevent violence, but Pastor Rafael stated that he saw TNI attacking and identified several of them by name. He also testified that the police fired tear gas into the church.

The prosecution, when asking for an acquittal in its summation (requisitor), did not justify why it chose to ignore such evidence and instead gave credence to the blatantly self-serving testimony of the accused and other TNI personnel.

In its “judicial analysis,” the prosecution emphasized the following manifestly erroneous points:

- Expert testimony that a commander is morally responsible for the conduct of his subordinates, but that legal accountability rests with the perpetrator himself.
- The opinion of an expert witness that, “The defendant should not be held criminally accountable based on command responsibility for clashes between nonmilitary civilian masses that did not have any structural, organizational, or effective command and control relation with the defendant or the commanders who were subordinates of the defendant.”
- That to establish the crimes against humanity charge, it must be proven that the attacks were a result of a policy of the state, acting through the TNI. This, they conclude, was not proven, so the other elements of the charges in the indictment did not need to be discussed.

From an IHL standpoint, the proposition about moral versus legal responsibility is simply untenable since the Nuremberg Judgment. As to the second point, the key term here is “civilian masses.” This is consistent with the prosecution’s refusal to acknowledge the very existence of militias, let alone the support of these militias through the TNI and other organs of the Indonesian state (as had been established in the Muis judgment). Finally, on the policy element for crimes against humanity, the prosecution is making arguments for the defense. Because there is a split of opinion on this issue in the case law of the ICTR and ICTY, one would expect the prosecution to rely on cases holding that there is no formal policy requirement so as to counter the defense claim that there was. As it did so often in the trial, in its requisitor the prosecution appears to be acting as “crypto-defense” counsel.

It is plain enough that this prosecutorial strategy aimed at preventing the judges from convicting Damiri. The requisitor also whitewashes the involvement of the TNI and the Indonesian government in the perpetration of crimes against humanity in East Timor. The points listed above, which the prosecution emphasized, are coincidentally the same crucial points of contention between the Government of Indonesia’s denial of responsibility and the KPP HAM and international reports to the contrary. In other words, the prosecution is using the case of the highest-ranking indicted TNI commander to defend the role of the TNI and the Indonesian
government in the face of international expert opinion and of Indonesia’s own official investigation.

The lack of credibility in the prosecution’s argument in the requisitor is borne out by its generally weak performance at the trial. The prosecution did not introduce evidence included in the case dossier, often relied on witnesses blatantly predisposed to the defense, and was generally ill prepared to prosecute this case. For example, in the Damiri trial on December 8, 2002, the prosecutor introduced firearms into evidence. The dossier indicates that more than 26 military assault rifles were taken into custody, but he had only five antiquated weapons jumbled together in a box. He laid no foundation for the introduction of these weapons. He did not state whether the weapons were in the possession of pro-integration or pro-independence groups. The guns were not properly labeled or identified. The dossier (BAP) indicates that the weapons available to the prosecution to introduce as evidence included M16s, which would have established the TNI as a probable source of these militia weapons.27

Soedjarwo (a defendant in another case) then appeared as a witness. Shortly before the session began, two international observers asked the prosecutor which witness he had called that day. He said he did not know who was coming. The prosecutor then asked Soedjarwo some questions, but none of them related to proving the prosecution case. He asked about the weapons, and the witness replied that the five rifles were not TNI issue, but rather old Portuguese period pieces. This confirmed the defense argument that the pro-integration forces had received no TNI weapons. The prosecution made no further attempt to document the source of the weapons or who had used them. The implication, of course, is that they were militia weapons and thus could not have come from the TNI. When the judges and defense counsel took over the questioning, the prosecutor appeared not to take a single note. He seemed inattentive, bored, and occasionally appeared to doze off. In the opinion of the international observers present, his performance in questioning was fully incompetent. The judges, on the other hand, pursued their questioning vigorously. They were, of course, faced with the structural problem of all of these trials—not only were the bulk of witnesses TNI, but all the defendants testified in each other’s trials. The continuing presence of TNI witnesses created an atmosphere of intimidation in the courtroom, as well. For example, on January 21, 2003, during the testimony by another TNI defendant, Yayat Sudrajat, the full courtroom included 24 uniformed TNI sitting together, one of whom wore a side arm. The prosecutor asked Yayat Sudrajat why one of his soldiers was shot in the leg. The witness responded, “We TNI are prepared to die for the cause.” There was loud applause in the courtroom, and one man in civilian dress shouted, “Long live Indonesia.” The judges silenced the courtroom. After the session, the witness huddled in the corridor with the defendant and other TNI officers.

While the prosecution’s conduct in this case was entirely unacceptable, it should be noted that even within the AG’s office, some individuals were unhappy about the approach taken. One prosecutor (from a different case) said the prosecution lacked commitment, knowledge, and a coherent strategy. He noted that one of the lead prosecutors in the case lives and works in East Kalimantan and often did not appear at the trial. He also said that he had recommended to his superiors that the Damiri prosecution team be replaced. These statements are significant in that they demonstrate awareness of the weaknesses of both the process and the personnel assigned to particular cases. This only confirms the lack of political will at higher levels to take steps to address such problems.

27 See Table 1 in Annex 3, available at www.ictj.org.
Judgment: The judgment in the Damiri case will not be available for analysis for some time. As noted above, it is significant that the judges of this panel did not avail themselves of the easy excuse for an acquittal that the prosecution’s conduct afforded them. In defiance of domestic and international expectations, they convicted Damiri, and it will be important to analyze the grounds they advance for doing so in a situation where the prosecution asked for an acquittal because of its failure to prove any of the offenses charged in the indictment.

Apart from other indications of the intimidation that the judges faced in this case, the events that transpired in the courtroom after the judges delivered the verdict testify to the threat implicit in the politically charged atmosphere in which the trial was conducted. According to observers, when the verdict was announced, the defendant rose and began screaming abuse at the judges. Pandemonium broke out in the courtroom, and members of Kopassus (Special Forces) stood on the benches and also began yelling. One of them reportedly shouted, “Rudi Rizki, you are dead!” In this threat, he identified the judge who is widely seen as a key factor in four of the six guilty verdicts. The judges, in fear for their well-being, fled the courtroom and the courthouse. While it is obvious that Damiri’s three-year sentence is manifestly inadequate, it is important to bear in mind the circumstances in which the court was working. The reaction in the courtroom made explicit the pressures and intimidation that had otherwise been implicit through much of the process. Although the sentence is inadequate, some in Indonesia are viewing the judges’ bravery as a potentially significant moment in the attempts to restore credibility to the justice system in the face of military impunity.

C. Trial of Tono Suratman

Key Points:

- Defendant acquitted.
- The selection of witness by officials other than the trial prosecutors fundamentally weakened the prosecution’s case.
- Although the judges treated the violence as “spontaneous clashes,” they found that murder as a crime against humanity did occur, but that the persons involved in the acts were not under the defendant’s command.
- A disturbing lack of any corresponding skepticism about the testimony of witnesses favoring the defense, whose credibility is at least as much in doubt because of their TNI affiliation or their status as defendants in other trials.

Indictment: Brigadier General Tono Suratman, commander of the TNI forces in East Timor during the violence in April 1999 (Danrem, at the time in question he held the rank of colonel), was charged with crimes against humanity for failure to control troops under his command and to prevent the murders and assaults that occurred at the Liquisa Church and the house of Manuel Carrascalao. The indictment alleges that approximately 100 TNI and police participated in the attack on April 6 at the Liquisa Church compound and that the defendant, as the responsible commander, ordered some of his subordinates (including Yayat Sudrajat) to go to Liquisa to manage the situation there.28

---

28 It would appear significant that precisely the same information that was clearly available to the AG’s office at the relevant time was never used in the prosecutions of Yayat Sudrajat and Asep Kuswani in relation to the Liquisa Church. The latter’s case is studied in detail below.
The indictment’s charge regarding the attack in Dili on April 17 against Manuel Carrascalao’s house is very similar to the account in the Endar Priyanto case (see below). It alleges that the attack followed the inaugural rally (Appel) for the government-financed Pam Swakarsa umbrella organization of militia groups, which was attended by pro-integration militias from all over East Timor. Further, at the rally, Eurico Gutteres, deputy commander of the PPI and commander of the Aitarak militia group, called for the extermination of pro-independence leaders and specifically named Manuel Carrascalao and his family. Immediately after the rally, the militia started a procession around Dili and attacked and burned one house before coming to the home of Manuel Carrascalao. They attacked the house, which contained 136 refugees, 12 of whom they killed. TNI personnel, six of whom are named in the indictment, supported the attack.

The court heard 26 witnesses, which include only three victim-witnesses and 18 TNI, militia members, or officials. Of the 18 TNI or government witnesses, 6 were defendants before this court. Three pretrial statements were read. The overwhelming bulk of the testimony by prosecution witnesses, as in most of the trials, supported the defense case and undermined crucial elements of the indictment, especially concerning the participation of the TNI and the alleged failure of the defendant to take proper preventive measures.

**Prosecution:** The flawed selection of witnesses weakened the prosecutorial case, even when the judges and prosecutor were willing to pursue it. On August 12, 2002, two TNI officers were called as prosecution witnesses. Essentially, they testified that Suratman was not present at Liquisa and was doing his utmost to prevent any violence. The questions the defense counsel asked Suratman’s deputy commander (Budyono) sounded like direct examination of a fully cooperative defense witness:

Q: Were the attacks criminal and was there government participation? A: No.
Q: Were arrests made? A: Yes.
Q: Were there orders from Suratman to side with one party? A: We were neutral, we only had a security function.
Q: Did you hear or see Suratman send troops to be involved in riots? A: Only to provide security and prevent further harm.
Q: Did you ever get orders to help pro-integration groups? A: No, only to prevent violence.
Q: Did you see Suratman’s involvement 4–7 April? A: He was not present.
Q: Did he order the violence? A: No.
Q: Did he allow his troops to be involved? A: Never.
Q: Did you hear that he let violence happen and then sent help afterward? A: No.
Q: Did police and TNI do their best? A: Yes, we separated the parties. We did our duty. We couldn’t prevent these five deaths but we prevented more from occurring.
Q: Did the gunshots from outside or inside the church? A: Inside.

In response to this testimony, which completely contradicts the indictment, the prosecution re-examined its own witness as if it were conducting cross-examination. For example, it attempted to impeach the witness by pointing out a contradiction in his testimony concerning the origin of the gunshots, and forced him to admit that he had no direct knowledge himself. Both the judges and prosecutors subjected him to a forceful and prolonged examination, but when the vast majority of the prosecution witnesses are of this nature, little can be done. Because the selection of prosecution witnesses takes place prior to the trial beginning and is made by persons who do not necessarily present the case in court, it is often impossible to rectify the situation, even if the trial prosecutor is inclined to do so. The session concluded with the judges ordering the prosecutors to produce more victim-witnesses before calling any more TNI witnesses.
Judgment: Although the section on the judgment is extremely brief, in the portion devoted to legal analysis there is a lengthy treatment of the prosecution and defense versions of the TNI’s involvement in the attacks. One crucially important finding adopts the same account of the attack on Manuel Carrascalao’s house as was used in acquitting Endar Priyanto: “After the ceremony the participants went on rally around Dili, intending to go home afterwards. Those who were Maubara residents, when going past Manuel Carrascalao’s house, heard a scream for help. They went to the house and the clash occurred.” This testimony suggests that the attack was in reality a spontaneous clash in which the pro-independence “attackers” were responding to wrongdoing by a pro-integration group.

The legal analysis section demonstrates a sound familiarity with norms of IHL in its discussion of the elements of crimes against humanity and the like. It is also one of the few judgments to sketch the larger historical context in which the events described in the indictment occurred. The content of that discussion, however, leaves much to be desired and does not comport with either the reports of international experts or of KPP HAM. The court claims that the initiation of the referendum process “awakened the old conflict” in East Timor and gave rise to groups on both sides. Both of these groups used “political speeches, mass rallies, coercion and terror, in order to achieve their political ends. In such an emotionally over-charged condition, the smallest difference may trigger murder, persecution, destruction and arson.” There is no mention of the role of the Indonesian government or the TNI. Instead, the situation is described as likely to lead to spontaneous violent exchanges between the two contesting groups. This description, in turn, sets the stage for the court’s weighing of the conflicting evidence, where it finds the pro-integration groups staged a deliberate attack on civilians, but also describes them in such a way that they appear as responses to violent provocations by the pro-independence faction. Nonetheless, finding all of the elements of murder as a crime against humanity to be fulfilled, the court concluded that the crucial issue on which their decision turned is whether troops under the command of the defendant were involved in these crimes.

The court addressed this issue by weighing the relevant evidence, including a description of what it accepts as the “background” to the attacks. This “background,” of course, serves to exonerate the TNI of any responsibility for the attacks. Regarding Liquisa, for example, this includes General Wiranto’s testimony that the real cause of the “riot” was a statement by Xanana Gusmao that allegedly urged his followers to go to war against the TNI and the pro-integration groups. The section concludes with a finding that at 12 P.M. in Liquisa, “suddenly the [Besi Merah Putih] BMP29 led by Manuel de Sausa, which was a Pro-Integration unit, attacked the house despite the efforts of the Police and TNI to prevent it and their plea to BMP not to take justice into their own hands.”

In their account of what happened at the rally (Appel) in Dili, the judges accept without discussion Eurico Gutteres’ testimony that he made a speech that merely urged the Timorese to “stay with Indonesia.” After the rally, the participants paraded around Dili and happened to see “a woman lying in front of Carrascalao’s house. They helped her and at that time the clash spontaneously happened between the pro-integration and pro-independence group.” This story is implausible and fails to address a number of important questions involving the events leading up

---

29 According to the Serious Crimes Unit’s indictments in East Timor between April and October of 1999, at least 26 different militia groups operated in the territory. The BMP operated in the Liquica District. See http://www.jsmp.minihub.org/indictmentspdf/indictment%20Dili%20Rally%2017%20April%201999.pdf, paragraphs seven and eight on pages 4 and 5 in the indictments of Gutteres, Sousa, et al.
to the attack. It contradicts the findings of the Priyanto judgment and even appears to contradict the factual findings the Suratman court itself made earlier in the judgment.\textsuperscript{30}

Based on this analysis of the facts, the judgment reaches the following conclusions. As to the attack at Liquisa, they found that no TNI participated, that the TNI took extensive measures to prevent the violence, and that when it did occur, they rescued the refugees.

The discussion of the attack in Dili is far more extensive, and also more tortured in its reasoning. It begins by acknowledging the testimony of the victim-witnesses as to the presence of TNI in the attacking group. It questions the witnesses’ credibility, however, because one testified that some of the TNI were in uniform and that others were in civilian clothes (they might have been referring to different soldiers). They also opine that at this time in East Timor, it was common for both pro-integration and pro-independence forces to wear parts of TNI uniforms, making identification difficult. These considerations are legitimate exercises of the judges’ discretion in evaluating credibility and reliability. One must note, however, the disturbing lack of any corresponding skepticism about the testimony of witnesses favoring the defense whose credibility is at least as much in doubt because of their TNI affiliation or their status as defendants in other trials. Moreover, the judgment goes beyond this in its deliberations, arguing in the alternative about the issue of TNI presence in a tendentious form that sounds far more like the closing arguments of defense counsel than the careful and objective findings of a judicial opinion.

It makes four arguments on this central point of TNI participation:

1. From the accounts of the two witnesses, even if there were TNI troops around the walls of Carrascalao’s house mingled with the pro-integration group, it does not necessarily mean that TNI participated in the attack against the civilians in the house. The TNI troops may have been there to assist in preventing the rioters from attacking or maintaining the security.
2. Because the mass was of a large number, it would be very difficult to see which party was attacking, and whether it was the pro-integration, the pro-independence, or TNI/police.
3. If TNI members participated in the attack, the casualties would have been greater. Police and TNI, in fact, stopped the violence and rescued the refugees from the crime scene.
4. Even if there were TNI members who were natives of East Timor participating in the attack, the prosecutor could not legally prove which unit these members were from.

The first point is largely hypothetical because no witness testified to seeing TNI trying to prevent the attack. Raising this hypothetical possibility as a way of explaining away the testimony of the only eyewitnesses, who did claim to see TNI among the attackers, seems like defense advocacy rather than a weighing of the evidence at hand. The second point is strange because the court has already held that the attack was by a pro-integration group from outside the house. None of the evidence the eyewitnesses presented indicated any difficulty in distinguishing the attackers (outside the house) from the victims inside. Further, the witnesses testified to seeing particular TNI personnel, whom they identified by name, so the argument about the size of the attacking mob appears completely irrelevant. Third, the argument that if the TNI were among the attackers there would have been greater casualties seems absurdly speculative and without any foundation. Again, the court seems to be straining to produce arguments that discredit the victim-witnesses. Finally, the issue of proving which units the TNI attackers came from seems irrelevant, because the defendant was the commander of all TNI units in East Timor. This argument was used on

\textsuperscript{30} See page 30, paragraph 2.
behalf of Endar Priyanto, who was the commander in Dili, and whatever its merits there, it seems irrelevant for purposes of this present case. Why, on the other hand, is the court not equally creative in considering arguments that might establish the defendant’s effective control over all of the attackers, whether TNI or militia? In light of such reasoning, one can hardly be surprised at the court’s conclusion that, “since there is not enough proof that TNI troops were involved in the violence in Liquisa and Dili,” the prosecution failed to establish the defendant’s command responsibility.

What is striking about the court’s performance is that this is the same panel of five judges that previously convicted Soedjarwo on a command responsibility charge for the attack on Bishop Belo’s house and developed creative legal arguments to justify its decision (see below). Reading these two judgments and their respective evaluations of the evidence, it is hard to understand how they can be the work of the same panel. On the other hand, they do have an important underlying common theme. The Soedjarwo judgment bases its conviction on the TNI’s passive role in failing to provide proper security at Bishop Belo’s house when they withdrew. They do not base their decision on the presence of TNI among the attackers that some witnesses had alleged. Indeed, they carefully skirt this issue of a direct TNI role in the attack and, as noted below, further characterize the withdrawal of the TNI security forces from Bishop Belo’s house at Soedjarwo’s order, as a passive form of commission rather than as actively facilitating and encouraging the violence. While the panel was skeptical of self-serving TNI testimony in the Soedjarwo case in their consideration of the credibility of the defense’s explanation for the withdrawal, in the Suratman case such skepticism was solely directed at the victim-witnesses and the prosecution’s case. They accepted without question accounts of the attacks in Liquisa and Dili that seem implausible on their face and are supported only by the testimony of witnesses whose interest in supporting the defendant is manifest. Both judgments agree in refusing to find that the TNI were involved in the perpetration of the offenses charged.

Because of the prosecution’s failure to press its case properly, there is no question that, quantitatively, the weight of the evidence favored the defendant. The analysis of the quality of the evidence here, however, goes against not only the findings in the judgment of Suratman’s counterpart, Nuer Muis, but also this very panel’s own findings in the Soedjarwo case. Further, the arguments to undermine the credibility of the victim-witnesses’ testimony are tendentious in the absence of similar scrutiny of the defense case. One explanation is, of course, that the judges were simply convinced that all of the victim-witnesses were lying and the TNI witnesses were telling the truth. It may also be that the explanation of the seeming discrepancy between this case and the Soedjarwo and Muis cases lies outside the courtroom and in the political arena. While the panel of judges that convicted Nuer Muis was prepared to resist considerable pressure and harassment, we cannot know if the same was true in all other cases, and there is little question, as seen by the prosecution’s behavior in the Damiri case, that as the rank of the defendants increased, so did the political pressures on the trial process.
D. Trial of Eurico Gutteres

**Key Points:**
- Defendant sentenced to 10 years’ imprisonment for crimes against humanity but remains at liberty pending outcome of appeal, although no appeal has yet been lodged.
- A total of 31 documents introduced into evidence, as compared to the one or two in most of the other trials.
- Unlike most other cases, the witnesses’ pretrial statements were read into evidence.
- Findings directly contradict the Priyanto case.
- Case illustrates what judges in many other trials failed to do and what sort of evidence was available to those with the will to use it.

**Indictment:** Eurico Gutteres, deputy commander of the PPI and commander of the Aitarak militia group, was accused of murder and persecution as crimes against humanity for failing to control troops under his effective command and control when they carried out an attack on the house of Manuel Carrascalao on April 17, 1999. The indictment alleges that the defendant, at the official inaugural assembly and rally (Appel) of the umbrella organizations for the East Timorese pro-integration militias, Pam Swakarsa and PPI, gave a speech in which he told the crowd of his followers and subordinates that they should kill the pro-independence leadership, and specifically named both Manuel Carrascalao and his family. He was, however, charged only with command responsibility for his failure to prevent the attacks. The indictment does not charge him with ordering or inciting the attacks. The indictment also alleges that TNI troops participated in the attack. Gutteres was convicted and sentenced to 10 years’ imprisonment.

**Prosecution:** The prosecutor presented 11 witnesses, 8 of whom were TNI, government officials, or militia members. Two were victim-witnesses. In addition, the court ordered, over the objection of defense counsel, seven pretrial statements to be read into evidence, six of which were from victim-witnesses. The victim-witnesses provided detailed accounts of the attack, and of the TNI’s participation in the attack. The court, unlike almost all of the other panels, also provided a detailed summary of the testimony contained in the pretrial statements. These statements show how the failure to produce these witnesses cost the trials so much. Their testimony provides an extremely detailed and compelling account of the attack, the identities of many of the perpetrators, the speech of Eurico Gutteres, etc.

On August 8, 2002, of nine witnesses summoned, only two appeared. Of these, only one was a victim-witness: Manuel Carrascalao, who had not been present at the attack but had heard Gutteres’ speech on the radio. The testimony also provided important details about the government financing of Pam Swakarsa and its overlapping relation with PPI and with local militia groups. Unlike the often vague testimony about the attack introduced by prosecutors in

---

31 Because other panels refused to consider pretrial statements and because defense counsel objected so vigorously to its inclusion, it is worth quoting the judgment’s justification for doing so: “Considering, the Criminal Code (KUHAP) allows the reading of investigation documents before the court, and one of the reasons for that is the distance of witness’ residence, as stated in article 162 paragraph (1) Law No. 8/1981 (KUHAP) which declares that when, after the witness gave a testimony, the witness passes away or due to legal reasons can not appear in the court or is not summoned due to the distance of the witness’ residence or due to other reasons related to the state’s interest, then the given testimony is read. According to article 162 paragraph (2) KUHAP, whenever the testimony is given under oath, then the testimony should be treated equally with the one given by the witness under oath in the courtroom.”
other cases (see, e.g., the sections on the Priyanto and Suratman cases), the evidence introduced here provided detailed accounts of the number and type of vehicles the attackers were driving, their uniforms and appearance, the chronology of the attack, etc. In addition, 31 official documents were introduced into evidence, whereas in many other cases, the prosecution brought forward only one or two.\textsuperscript{32} One may well wonder why the quality of the testimony and evidence was so much higher in this case, involving a Timorese defendant, as opposed to the cases against TNI officers arising out of the same incident. Further, the judgment directed that the evidence be made available for use in other cases, although it was not so used.

**Judgment:** On the basis of its review of this evidence, the judgment makes a lengthy series of factual findings. It is perhaps most important to note that they directly contradict many of the key findings in the Priyanto case. They show clearly what the judges in other trials failed to do and what sort of evidence was available. It especially demonstrates how easily the connection of the TNI to the militias, and to the specific acts of violence they perpetrated, might have been established. It also shows how the issues of whether there were pro-integration “militias” in East Timor, whether they had firearms, or what Gutteres said in his speech at the rally might have been readily resolved if the prosecutors and judges had a modicum of initiative. Included here is a selection of the most essential points to make clear the contrast with the majority of cases that make minimal, and usually not very detailed, findings on the essential facts:

- On April 17, 1999, about 6000 people attended a rally (Appel) at the East Timor Governor’s office courtyard. The participants came from all regencies in East Timor, and the officials who attended the event, among others, were East Timor Muspida, East Timor Governor Abilio Osorio Soares, Regent of Dili, Mayor of Dili City.
- The Regent of Dili, Dominggus M.D. Soares, suggested to the East Timor governor to hold the Inauguration Rally of Pam Swakarsa in Dili as the capital city of East Timor. Under the governor’s guidance, a committee of the Pam Swakarsa Inauguration Rally was established.
- Militia groups were connected to the military, whose aim was to defend the integration. The military supported (e.g., with weapons) groups with whom it had a special relationship. The military organization that supported the militias was Kopassus (Special Forces).
- Kodim or the police trained Aitarak troops or PPI members who became Pam Swakarsa, Hansip,\textsuperscript{33} or Kamra,\textsuperscript{34} because many were jobless. The local government paid Pam Swakarsa members Rp. 150,000 and 10 kg rice per month.
- The defendant led the Aitarak troops in Dili. Among the participants at the rally were people carrying M16 weapons—these were the TNI members who joined the crowd.
- During the speeches the defendant and the PPI commander delivered, the crowd of participants yelled and shouted, “Exterminate them! Kill them!” and fired their weapons upward to greet the speeches.
- The event was covered by and broadcast on the RRI, TV, and mass media.
- During the rally, police and TNI personnel were on site to provide security, but they did not respond to participants carrying weapons or firing the weapons.
- The close link between the defendant and the police and TNI derived from the fact that these organizations often asked the defendant for information and help in settling conflicts and disputes.

\textsuperscript{32} See Annex 2, available at www.ictj.org, for a list of these documents and material evidence.
\textsuperscript{33} Civil Defense Force, which is under government control through the village, subdistricts, and counties.
\textsuperscript{34} People’s Security Force, which is closely linked to the handling of regional security.
• Regarding the incidents of extermination and arson after the announcement of the result of the popular consultation/ballot in all communities in Dili, the police and the Army had all been involved in committing such destruction and extermination.

• There was a telegram from Pangdam Udayana [Adam Damiri] about the incident in Ainaro, where the Aitarak group, after committing a sweeping mission, visited the Batallion Headquarters [TNI] to take a rest, then returned to the Aitarak headquarters in Hotel Tropikal in Dili.35

After making its factual findings, the court discussed at some length (and it is one of the only panels to do so) the law regarding the weighing of witness testimony. It provides a detailed analysis of why it found the testimony of specific witnesses, and particularly those whose statements were read out in court, credible. This kind of lengthy, detailed, and painstaking analysis of the reasons for finding some witnesses’ testimony more credible than others is almost entirely lacking from the cases resulting in acquittals.

On the basis of such factual findings and its establishment of the credibility of the testimony and pretrial sworn statements of the victim-witnesses, the court had little difficulty in connecting the defendant to the crimes alleged in the indictment by means of the doctrine of civilian superior/command responsibility. It bases its finding on a very careful and nuanced analysis of the nature of the organizations of which he was a part, and his de jure and de facto roles and authority within them. It was also grounded upon a thorough analysis of the evidence that supported the finding that the defendant exercised effective control over the militia members who carried out the attack. The analysis is informed by a solid familiarity with the case law of the ICTR and ICTY, as well as major post–WWII trials and juristic literature in IHL.

One might well ask what factors distinguished this case from the poor performances in other cases. It has been suggested that the more vigorous prosecution of this case was because the defendant is Timorese, not Indonesian. There may well be some truth to this, but it should be noted that three of the judges on this panel were also members of the panels that convicted two of the other defendants. These judges enjoy the reputation of being among the most progressive and well versed in IHL. Both of these attributes are reflected in their willingness to deal effectively with the evidentiary issues that have plagued (or provided an excuse for) other panels and in the jurisprudential quality of the judgment when compared with many other cases. In addition, the prosecutor assigned to this case pursued it with some energy, as is reflected in the amount of documentary evidence introduced. Of course, one may well ask why such a prosecutor was assigned to this case and such weak ones prosecuted others, such as the Damiri case. The answer, in all likelihood, lies in the systemic problems discussed below.

35 Omitted here are the findings pertaining to the attack itself, which are lengthy and very detailed, as the following short example shows: “On April 17, 1999 at 11:30 witness Leandro Isaac’s house was attacked by approximately 40 Militias led by the Defendant Eurico Gutteres. At that time, the Defendant rode on a motorcycle in the first row of the convoy and right away entered the back of the witness’ house and committed the attack. One of the victim-witnesses, named Alfredo Sanches, who was taking shelter at the house, when he was at the back of the house, saw with his own eyes a car loaded with Militias and TNI bump into the front gate Then after they were inside, they shot up Manuel Viegas Carrascalao’s house which was full of many refugees….Two TNI members named Yose Matheus and Theolifio Dasilva participated in the attack, using weapons commonly used by they TNI. They came from Maubara….Witness Victor dos Santos, alias Apin, around 12 at noon on that day, saw Aitarak Militia and BMP riding on a truck, stop at Manuel Viegas Carrascalao’s house. Among the militias, the witness recognized a TNI soldier who wore militia uniform. The witness recognized the soldier because he often saw him at Aitarak Headquarters in Tropikal Dili. Later, the militias left the place and returned around one hour later and committed an attack on Manuel Viegas Carrascalao’s house.”
Regarding the conduct of the trial, on the days of my observation, the judges took the lead role in examining witnesses, pursuing lines of questioning quite vigorously. Unlike some trials where, as international observers have reported, the judges allowed defense counsel to conduct inappropriately harsh cross-examination of victim-witnesses, the judges here did not permit such conduct. For example, on August 8, 2002, when defense counsel repeatedly asked questions emphasizing that Manuel Carrascalao’s testimony about the attack on his house and the murder of his son was based on hearsay and was a “mere story,” the judges sharply admonished them. Defense counsel tried to argue the point at length, but the judges told them that there was no need to ask questions over and over again about Carrascalao’s whereabouts. They instructed defense counsel to “put it in your Pladoio [defense summation] and don’t talk about it here again.”

An interview with one of the prosecutors of this case provided important insights into the trial and investigation process. The prosecutor, who seemed quite proud of his victory, confirmed that he had received only the case dossier (BAP) from the investigators. None of the prosecutors who investigated the case were involved in the trial. Because their regulations provide that they cannot bring in any evidence that is not in the dossier, the dossier determines the prosecution case. He added, however, that additional evidence can be produced when the judges ask for it. For example, he submitted into evidence letters that were not in the Gutteres dossier, but that he had obtained from the Damiri case. This shows, of course, how important such initiatives are as a way of moving beyond the narrow strictures of the regulations, but most prosecutors were not willing to take such actions. In addition, he confirmed that the decision as to which witnesses would be called was not under the control of the prosecutors trying the case.

He also stated that the prosecutor who tries the case writes the indictment on the basis of the dossier. The draft indictment is submitted to the senior prosecutor for discussion and approval. The basic principle in preparing the indictment is that it must be based on the dossier. He did not allege that Gutteres incited, organized, or directly participated in the attacks because the dossier had no information or evidence on these matters. This statement is somewhat disingenuous, however, because some of the pretrial statements contained in the dossier assert that Gutteres incited the crowd to murder Manuel Carrascalao and his family. Here one must suspect that this issue was perhaps determined in consultation with the senior prosecutor who approved the indictment.

On the crucial issue of obtaining a video or audio recording of Gutteres’ speech, when asked if he had made a request to the UNTAET prosecutors in Dili, he replied that he had not, and said that he had had no contact with them. He seemed surprised at the suggestion that he might obtain evidence from them, which he seemed to regard as clearly out of the question. One sees here the consequences of the lack of communication and cooperation between the prosecutors and their counterparts in UNTAET. There has been no satisfactory explanation of the failure to request assistance in obtaining evidence from the Serious Crimes Unit, as envisioned by the MOU between the Indonesian AG and UNTAET.

This interview also revealed the difficulty that even younger and more energetic prosecutors face in adapting to the new context of human rights prosecutions. In comparison with the relative sophistication with which IHL issues were handled in the judgment, the prosecutor had only a rather vague and rudimentary grasp of central issues.

When asked if, on the basis of the case against Gutteres, he thought that the TNI should also be held accountable, he replied that he thought they should, but added that whether this happens will depend on how well the prosecutor manages the cases.
E. Trial of Endar Priyanto

**Key Points:**
- Defendant acquitted.
- Prosecutor did not produce crucial evidence, despite judges’ requests.
- “Legal Facts” finding totally ignores the context of the violence, the testimony of the victim-witnesses, and much of the testimony of the TNI and governmental witnesses.
- The court adopts a highly formalistic (and highly questionable) definition of “command responsibility” that virtually renders impossible any such finding.

**Indictment:** Lt. Col. Endar Priyanto, TNI commander of the Dili District, was indicted for murder and assault as crimes against humanity in connection with the attack on the house of Manuel Carrascalao in Dili, where 136 refugees from other parts of East Timor had sought shelter. Priyanto was represented by 8 private counsel and another team of military TNI counsel numbering 18. He was indicted under a theory of command responsibility for crimes against humanity perpetrated by troops under his “effective command and control” and resulting from the lack of proper control over his troops. He was found not guilty of all charges.

The indictment alleges that the attack took place following the rally (Appel) of the umbrella organization for the East Timorese pro-integration militias, Pam Swakarsa. This rally was held on the grounds of the house of Abilio Soares, governor of East Timor, and was attended by Soares. As more fully described in the Gutteres case summary, at the Roll Call, Eurico Gutteres, as deputy commander of the PPI militia group (and commander of the Aitarak militia), made a speech, broadcast live over the radio, that called for the elimination of pro-independence leaders, some by name. PPI troops launched an attack against the refugees inside the house, of whom 12 were killed, including Carrascalao’s son. The attackers included TNI personnel, eight of whom the indictment names. Four witnesses are named who identified the TNI personnel. The indictment goes on to allege that Priyanto was aware, or under the circumstances should have been aware, that imminent violence was likely, but did not take sufficient preventive measures for security in the area on his jurisdiction as commander.

**Prosecution:** The panel heard contradictory evidence about the attack. Three victim-witnesses described the attack and the presence of TNI personnel. There were also pretrial statements that corroborated their testimony. The defense witnesses claimed that the militamen were driving peacefully around Dili in a procession after the rally (Appel) when they heard cries for help from Manuel Carrascalao’s house. They investigated and discovered that one of their members from Maubara was being held captive. In trying to free him, a clash resulted between the armed groups inside and outside the house. Other prosecution witnesses from the TNI and civilian administration (e.g., the Regent of Dili) denied that there was any connection between the Appel and the attack, which was merely a clash between the pro-independence and pro-integration groups. Several of the prosecution witnesses testified that they were unfamiliar with the relevant events, and it is not clear why they were called or why the court considered their testimony to be among its selection of the most important witness statements.

---

36 The Regent, Dominggus Soares, did confirm, however, the government’s financial support for the PAM Swakarsa.
Perhaps the most serious and disturbing question about evidentiary matters in the judgment is the judges’ statement that, although the dossier (BAP) refers to a list of evidence, the prosecutor did not produce this evidence, despite requests by the panel of judges. No explanation is given or is apparent for the failure of the prosecution to produce evidence that was collected as part of its own case despite repeated requests from the judges. Even more than the lack of a coherent prosecution strategy as manifested in the examination of its witnesses, this failure clearly indicates that the prosecution was not acting in good faith.

In explaining whether the difficulty in producing victim-witnesses was financial (as the AG’s office had stated), the prosecutor responded that it was not, and that he had no idea why the witnesses did not appear. This directly contradicted what he said in court that very day. When the judges told the prosecution that it should have brought more victim-witnesses, the prosecutors responded that they had tried to do so, but lacked sufficient funds. When pressed on this point of victim-witnesses, he said that the problem was a lack of cooperation from the East Timor side. He claimed that he never received a reply whenever he faxed a summons to the Serious Crimes Unit (which is contradicted by all other enquiries made in respect of cooperation from Dili). The judges from this panel confirmed that they had repeatedly requested that the prosecutor produce witnesses and evidence discovered by the Serious Crimes Unit, but had seen no results. They added that they did not understand the prosecution’s failure to use such evidence.

When the prosecutor was asked about the weakness of the indictments and why he did not allege the direct participation of the TNI in the violence as opposed to a failure to prevent, he responded, “Because the TNI did not do anything or have a role in the violence. In our investigations we found no evidence of TNI involvement.” When asked about the evidence of involvement in the KPP HAM Final Report and he answered, “What report is that? I don’t know of any such report that has evidence of a TNI role.”

**Judgment:** The argument of the judgment justifying an acquittal is striking with respect to the judges’ findings as to which facts have been proven. Their list of “legal facts” is very short, and although it mentions the Appel, it makes no findings as to what that event was about. There is no mention of the Gutteres’ speech, the substance of the meeting, or the manifest support for the event indicated by its location and the attendance of high-ranking officials. What they do find is that when returning to Maubara, the BMP militia group happened to pass by the house of Manuel Carrascalao. They heard cries for help from Maubara residents (with no mention of how they knew them to be such) and tried to free them. The result was a clash between the pro-independence group inside the house and the BMP outside, in which a number of persons were left dead or wounded.

This is an astonishing finding in that it totally ignores the context of the violence, the testimony of the victim-witnesses, and much of the testimony of the TNI and governmental witnesses. Leaving aside the questionable credibility of those witnesses who advanced this story, it is highly implausible on its face. There was much testimony from TNI and other non-victim-witnesses about the way in which the Appel ended in a procession around Dili. In the judges’ version, the procession is not part of the continuation of the Appel as a kind of parade, but rather confined to a group of Maubara residents who just happened to drive by a house where Maubara residents were being held captive among a group of refugees seeking shelter. At that moment, these captives cried out from inside the house. The passengers in the four-wheel drive trucks heard and recognized the cries as those of their missing friends from Maubara. The judges made no mention of the preceding attack on another house or the speech of Eurico Gutteres, broadcast live over the radio, calling for an attack upon this house. While it is abundantly clear that the prosecution was
more than inept in supporting its case, there was ample evidence that flatly and credibly contradicted the version of the facts the judges chose to privilege.

What also remains mysterious about the judgment is how, given these findings, the judges could go on to hold that a planned and organized attack sufficient to satisfy the requirements of a crimes against humanity charge nonetheless occurred. Indeed, they seem unaware of the contradiction between their factual findings as detailed above and their legal conclusion that:

The attack was carried out in a systematic manner, as visible in the organized structure of the attacking group and the Pro Integration/autonomy group’s use of homemade firearms, machetes and bows and arrows to consciously commit murder and torture resulting in death and injury directed against the group of victims, and the ample time span for the group to assemble until they numbered in the hundreds.

Based on this holding, the judgment then goes on to state that the crucial issue is whether the subordinates of the defendant, who were under his effective control, carried out this attack. They argue that although some prosecution witnesses testified that TNI personnel were among the attackers (and named them), this testimony “was refuted by several other witnesses.” There is no discussion of the relative credibility of these witnesses and their testimony, as one would expect on such a key issue. Having found that no TNI were proved to be involved, it follows that the defendant can be convicted only if he is shown to have been in a relationship of command authority to the BMP militia group that carried out the attack. Here the court adopts a highly formalistic (and highly questionable) definition of command responsibility that virtually renders impossible any such finding. It also relies on an essay on command responsibility by an Indonesian authority, which maintains that command responsibility is based on the “chain of command, which is the hierarchical channel from the highest command to the lowest.” That, under the circumstances, an acquittal must result is clear.

What is not clear is why the judges, having cited (albeit without great precision) various international authorities on other issues (like the elements of crimes against humanity) here completely ignore the key issues of de facto authority and effective control, which could have grounded the theory of command responsibility. (Other references in the judgment reveal that they are well aware of the doctrinal importance of “effective control.”) Reading this deeply flawed opinion, it is hard not to conclude that the result was predetermined and the judgment simply fashioned to justify a conclusion that bears little relation to the available evidence or, at the very least, fails to present a reasoned case for its conclusion in light of that evidence.

It is important to note that in this case, two judges dissented because they thought that the defendant’s effective control of the perpetrators had been proved even though there was no de jure command authority. Even though the TNI who attacked Manuel Carrascalao’s house were from another unit and not under formal authority, he was, in their opinion, responsible for not preventing the attack because of his effective control over these troops. They conveyed their dissent in a formal letter to the presiding judge. Indonesian regulations do not permit the inclusion of dissenting opinions as part of the judgment.
F. Trial of Soedjarwo

**Key Points:**
- Defendant sentenced to five years in prison. Remains at liberty pending appeal, although no appeal has yet been lodged.
- Lack of any witness testimony on the prosecution's central issue: the presence of TNI among the attackers.
- Lack of prosecutorial independence.
- Legal analysis in this case of a higher standard than other cases, demonstrated through detailed discussion of “widespread and systematic” and reference to ICTR and ICTY trials as well as international experts.
- Conviction not because he failed to control the attackers, but because he ordered his troops to adopt a passive stance and did not anticipate the attacks.

**Indictment:** The case brought against Lt. Col. Soedjarwo, the TNI commander in Dili (Dandim), grew out of the attacks on the Dili Diocese on September 5, 1999, and Bishop Belo’s residence on September 6, 1999, where thousands of refugees had been seeking shelter. Eleven private counsel and 21 TNI lawyers represented the defendant. The primary charge of the indictment, which was the basis of the court’s guilty verdict, was for murder as a crime against humanity, based on the defendant’s failure to prevent the attacks. The indictment specifically alleges that the crimes were committed by troops under his effective command and control and were a result of his lack of control and failure to take necessary actions to “prevent and halt such attacks” when he should have been aware that his troops were committing or had just committed gross violations of human rights. He was convicted on this charge and sentenced to five years’ imprisonment. He remains at liberty pending appeal.

One problem with the rather cursory indictment is that its factual allegations of murder as a crime against humanity do not allege that all of the crimes charged were, in fact, committed by troops under the defendant’s command as specified in its framing of the charges. In regard to the attack on September 4, for example, the indictment alleges that by that date approximately 5000 people were taking shelter there. An armed pro-integration group attacked the Diocese, resulting in five deaths and the destruction of the Diocese by arson. These facts, it appears, do not ground the charge of failing to control troops under his command, for it does not specify either that the pro-integration group was commanded by or under the effective control or de facto authority of the defendant, or that members of TNI units under his command also participated. In regard to the attack on September 6 against Bishop Belo’s house, however, the indictment does allege that the attackers included some TNI members wearing militia garb, but it does not allege their number, identity, or what unit they belonged to. It concludes that the defendant should have prevented and halted the actions of the TNI members who participated in the attack and detained them for investigation. The prosecution also did not bring into court witnesses who could substantiate these claims. One explanation of this clearly inadequate indictment is that it was deliberately drafted on the basis of charges that the prosecution would not be prepared to prove.

**Prosecution:** At the trial, 15 witnesses appeared, the written opinion of one expert witness was introduced into evidence, and 6 pretrial statements were read. Of the 15 witnesses, 14 were TNI, government officials, or members of Timorese militias. None of the witnesses who appeared

---

37 The second, subsidiary charge of the indictment alleges of the exact same attack that the attacking group included members of the police. There is no explanation for this discrepancy, other than careless drafting.
testified that either TNI or police were among those perpetrating either of the attacks. One of the witnesses confirmed that he saw TNI near the Dili Diocese, but claimed that they were there for purposes of security.

The prosecution called the police commander of the operations control center in Dili and asked him no questions that might have proven the charges. They did ask him, however, about the fraud and wrongdoings of the United Nations Mission in East Timor (UNAMET) during the elections.38 All of the witnesses who appeared and could testify about how the defendant ordered TNI security personnel from Bishop Belo’s house a few hours before the attack on September 6 stated that Bishop Belo requested the withdrawal so that he could hold a service. It is the practice in Indonesian criminal cases to ask the defendant after the testimony of each witness whether he denies or accepts the testimony. Not surprisingly, Soedjarwo accepted the testimony of every single prosecution witness, because all testified in his favor. There could hardly be a clearer example of the prosecution’s utter failure to press its case.

This lack of prosecutorial independence seems to have manifested itself clearly in the Soedjarwo trial. Indeed, the lack of any witness testimony on the issue most central to the indictment’s strategy (namely, the presence of TNI among the attackers) seems to support the contention that the indictments were deliberately framed in such a way that the evidence produced would not support them. Equally unsurprising, the prosecution did not produce any of the six witnesses whose inculpatory pretrial statements were read in court to support its arguments. Over the defense’s objections, the court decided to accept Bishop Belo’s pretrial testimony denying that he had ever requested the withdrawal of the TNI troops. Among other things, the court relied on the fact that it was clear that Bishop Belo would be in great need of protection by security forces. It was the acceptance of this proposition, in the face of all the contrary evidence introduced by the prosecution and defense, that laid the cornerstone for the guilty finding.

**Judgment:** In general, the legal analysis in this judgment is of a far higher standard than, among others, that of the Priyanto case. For example, the discussion of the meaning of the “widespread or systematic” requirement is detailed, in-depth, and refers to and uses contemporary cases from the ICTR and ICTY, as well as the opinions of international expert jurists. In rejecting defense arguments that the number, identities, and manner of death of the individual victims must be proven in order to show that the attacks were widespread, the court held that, according to international practice before the ICTY and ICTR, in cases of gross human rights violations such details need not be specifically proven and it suffices that “the legal facts from the legal evidences revealed that the assault did result in a number of civilian casualties.” These kinds of holdings reflect the judges’ willingness to recognize that the special nature of human rights cases requires an adoption of international standards and practices, whether dealing with evidentiary and procedural matters or substantive legal issues. This kind of willingness and creativity distinguishes, for the most part, the panels that convicted defendants from those that acquitted. The difference appears clearly enough when comparing the Muis and Soedjarwo cases with those of Priyanto, Kuswani, and Sedyono (the latter two are considered below).

38 The quality of this “prosecution” witness is indicated by his implausible response (given his position as commander of the Dili police operations center) to the judges’ question of why Bishop Belo’s house was burned. He replied that he had no idea and didn’t know how many people died. Any violence on April 5–6, he said, was the result of spontaneous clashes between pro-integration and pro-independence groups.
As intimated above, however, the crucial issue facing the judges was how to deal with the issue of command responsibility where the prosecution had done so little to establish the defendant’s connection to the perpetrators. The court avoided relying on the presence of TNI personnel among the attackers and focused instead on the role of the TNI forces that the defendant assigned to deal with the security situation at the Diocese and Bishop Belo’s house. They reasoned that, in regard to responsibility for crimes committed by troops under the defendant’s command, it is not necessary that “committed” imply active participation, but that under international practice it may also take the form of a passive failure to act. Seen from this perspective, the defendant’s decision to assign 60 TNI soldiers to guard Bishop Belo’s house was a proper measure. However, when he decided to withdraw these troops, he erred in his duty to protect, regardless of whether he did so at Bishop Belo’s request.\(^{39}\)

Arguing in the alternative, the court reasons that even if Bishop Belo did make such a request, the defendant should not, under the precarious circumstances, have agreed to it, and that the reasons he gives for allegedly doing so are not persuasive or credible (e.g., Bishop Belo was so charismatic and important a figure that no one would attack his house). They also find, however, that the defendant’s account of Bishop Belo’s request is not credible and that he likely never made such a request, in which case the defendant’s order to withdraw his troops was also culpable. Further, the defendant should have known that such an attack was likely to occur after the attack on the Diocese the day before. Thus, they convicted Soedjarwo not because he failed to control the actual perpetrators, but because he failed to issue proper orders or anticipate the attacks, and he ordered or encouraged his troops to adopt a passive stance that enabled the attacks to occur “when in terms of a passive role the troops did not take the necessary action within their jurisdiction to prevent or stop a gross violation against Human Rights, the defendant can be held accountable for the crime itself.” This holding certainly goes beyond certain contemporary cases (e.g., the Kunarac and Kvocka cases at the ICTY) in holding that a commander may be liable for a failure to prevent even where the perpetrators are not under his \textit{de facto} authority or effective command and control. It is precisely such reasoning that the court in the Kuswani case did not engage in, even though it would have indicated the defendant’s culpability.

Of course, the Soedjarwo judges might have gone even further and argued that the deliberate withdrawal of security forces shortly before the attack made the defendant complicit because it facilitated and encouraged the attack, but this also would have taken them well beyond the narrow limits of the indictment. More significant, they refrained from any real analysis of a possible direct TNI connection to the perpetration of the violence (as alleged in the indictment), even though they acknowledge that it occurred. They also accept the conceptualization of the violence as “clashes,” even while acknowledging that the pro-integration forces perpetrated an armed attack against civilians as required for the crimes against humanity charge. They also fail to place these attacks in the larger context of the violence raging in Dili and across East Timor at the time. In sum, they stop well short of any conclusions that would implicate the Indonesian government or the TNI in the planning, direction, or perpetration of the violence. As such, this judgment goes

\(^{39}\) They were apparently driven to this argument by the failure to obtain Bishop Belo’s testimony on this crucial point. In an interview with four of the five judges, they indicated that because this issue was so central to the trial they had decided, in the interests of “justice and material truth,” to extend the 180-day time limit for completion of the trial. They said they regarded this as the final chance for the prosecution to prove its “seriousness” by producing victim-witnesses. It must be said, of course, that Bishop Belo’s unexplained refusal to testify on repeated occasions via teleconferencing was not, to all appearances, the prosecution’s fault. It is striking that when the judges announced on December 3, 2002, that they were extending the 180-day limit so as to permit further testimony by teleconferencing, the prosecution objected.
beyond the deliberate myopia of the Kuswani case (below), but stops well short of the conclusions reached by the judges in the verdict against Nuer Muis.

As a final note, when asked what their greatest difficulties were in trying this case, the judges replied: the absence of key witnesses, the lack of prosecution cooperation with East Timor and the Serious Crimes Unit, the lack of support for the process of getting victim-witnesses to appear, the lack of procedural rules based on international practice rather than the Code of Criminal Procedure, and the lack of government commitment and seriousness in effectively providing proper logistics and support for the court.

G. Trial of Asep Kuswani et al.

**Key Points:**

- All three defendants acquitted.
- Refusal of the prosecution and the AG’s office to introduce adequate, although available, evidence, including the lack of victim-witness testimony.
- Judgment’s legal analysis does not reflect a close acquaintance with the case law of the ICTR and ICTY, but it does in a general, though often imprecise, way follow acknowledged doctrines of IHL.
- Judgment acknowledges the attack was “coordinated,” but seems at pains to describe the policy of the militias as uninfluenced by “external parties.”
- Refusal to accord victim-witness pretrial statements evidentiary weight.
- Results contradict the approach in the Muis case, which adopted a wider interpretation of command responsibility.

**Indictment:** The Kuswani case focused on the Liquisa Church massacre of April 6, 1999. The case was brought against three defendants: Lt. Col. Asep Kuswani (Dandim), the local TNI commander; Adios Salova (Kapolres), head of police in Liquisa; and the Regent of Liquisa, Leoneto Martins (Bupati). All were charged with murder and assault as crimes against humanity arising out of the attack on the church. This charge was based on a theory of military and civilian command responsibility for their failure to stop or prevent the attack, when they knew or should have known that their subordinates were perpetrating or were about to perpetrate gross violations of human rights. The indictment alleges that 22 individuals were killed and 21 seriously injured in the incident. Col. Yayat Sudrajat was also alleged to be involved, but he was tried in a separate case.

The indictment alleges that in anticipation of the referendum, the security situation in Liquisa deteriorated because of feud and conflict between the pro-independence and pro-integration groups. The indictment also alleges that events instigated by the pro-independence groups on April 3–4 were the original source of the violence, provoking the BMP to seek revenge. Prosecution, judges, and defense counsel accepted this account.  

[40] It also specifically alleges that the pro-integration group (it does not use the word “militia”) Besi Merah Puti (BMP) overlapped with Pam Swakarsa, the umbrella organization for pro-integration militias financed by the Indonesian government through the governor of East Timor, Abilio Soares, and the regional administration. It also alleges that the BMP was organized through the office of the regent, defendant Leoneto Martin.
According to the indictment, out of fear of violence from the BMP, on April 5 hundreds of pro-independence followers took refuge at the residence of Pastor Rafael dos Santos in the Liquisa Church complex. The indictment, significantly, also alleges that in the events leading up to the attack, as well as in the attack itself, members of the TNI acted together with followers of BMP. On April 6, approximately 2000 armed members of BMP, together with Indonesian police and TNI, surrounded the church. They fired shots in the air, which caused panic among those inside. The indictment names 12 TNI and 2 police officers who participated in the attack, as well as the 22 murdered victims. Despite alleging the direct and central role of TNI perpetrators, the indictment nonetheless charges the defendants only with command responsibility for the crimes arising from a failure to take appropriate action to prevent or stop the violence, or to detain the perpetrators for investigation.

Prosecution: In weighing these charges, the court confronted the problems discussed above presented by the lack of victim-witness testimony. Of 18 witnesses, only 3 were victim-witnesses and 14 were TNI, police, or governmental officials (and one expert). The victim-witnesses did testify that they had seen TNI participating in the attack and were able to name some of them. Ten victim-witnesses whose statements were included in the dossier were called, but did not appear, for what the court called “concerns about security.” The court had these statements read, but then, in its judgment, disallowed them as evidence (despite the fact that, as the Muis court held, Indonesian law does permit the introduction of such evidence when the witness cannot appear for one of the specified grounds). It justified this on two grounds. First, the rules of procedure that require direct testimony before the court. Second, that the statements have been contradicted by defense witnesses and therefore cannot be considered as proof. It specifically stated that this had damaged the prosecution's case. What the court did not state, however, was that the victim-witnesses who did appear corroborated the pretrial statements and that the defense witnesses who testified were themselves implicated in the incidents or the same organizations as the defendants. Even more significant was that the court did not consider that the recanting of inculpatory pretrial statements by TNI witnesses (e.g., Damianus Dapa) when they appeared in court seriously damaged the credibility of the whole defense case. The court also refused to accept documents and photographs into evidence because they were copies, not originals. What is not clear is the extent to which these formalist positions on evidentiary matters were merely a convenient excuse to justify acquittals.

Judgment: In evaluating the evidence, the court concluded that local people in Liquisa formed the BMP spontaneously “of their own will,” and that when they gathered at the Liquisa Church, they were armed only with traditional weapons, like spears and arrows. They then make a very curious finding: they hold that gunshots were heard from the area where the crowd was gathered (TNI witnesses said shots came first from within the church) and that the BMP mass then attacked the church armed with “spears, samurai swords, arrows, and bats.” They do not state who fired the shots, although they acknowledge the presence of police in the crowd (and have already held that the BMP had no firearms), stating that they were unable to prevent the chaos. They also find that Kuswani and the other defendants took preventive measures, but that these proved inadequate because of the size of the attacking crowd.41

In applying the law to these facts, the court states that three questions must be answered: Was there a gross violation of human rights? Who committed the gross violation? Was the defendant

---

41 They do, however, clearly hold that the incident was a deliberate attack and not a spontaneous clash, and that the refugees inside the church consisted of unarmed and defenseless women, children, men, and elderly.
responsible for the gross violation of human rights? They address the first question by analyzing the elements of each of the charged crimes against humanity. Their analysis does not reflect a close acquaintance with the case law of the ICTR and ICTY, but it does in a general, though often imprecise, way follow acknowledged doctrines of IHL, as in its discussion of the “systematic or widespread” requirement in order to establish the commission of a crimes against humanity. The court has no difficulty concluding that such crimes were committed as part of a deliberate attack against a civilian population. The difficulty with the judgment’s reasoning lies elsewhere and has little to do with its jurisprudential sophistication.

In analyzing the element of “systematic,” the court states that the term implies that the attack was planned in accordance with a sustained or systematic policy, although this can take either a direct or indirect form (i.e., the policy need not be explicitly formulated as such). They argue that the BMP attack at Liquisa was carefully planned and carried out, as evidenced by the way they moved forward at the same time. This led to the finding that, “The attack done by the Besa Merah Puti group was coordinated and in execution of a policy made by that organization without any influence from external parties” (emphasis added). Here, the court stresses that even though it is finding that there was a policy element implied by the attack, they in no way want to suggest that that policy might have been linked to the TNI or other organs of the Indonesian government. Because the prosecution never alleged that this was the case and no evidence was introduced to establish such an Indonesian policy, why would the judges think it necessary to make this point? The only plausible explanation is their political sensitivity in wanting to adhere to the basic political line that Indonesian institutions were not directly involved in the planning or perpetration of the violence. The rest of the judgment supports this conclusion. It should be noted, however, that at least the judges distance themselves from one of the most pervasive elements of the “politically correct” account of the violence: They explicitly state in the part of the analysis of Crimes Against Humanity dealing with the element of “an attack against a civilian population” that they disagree with both the prosecution and defense on this issue, in that the violence did not take the form of a “clash” between civilians, but rather was a deliberate, armed attack by the BMP group against unarmed civilians.

Having enumerated the elements of command responsibility, the court formulated the central question as whether BMP was either in the chain of command or under the defendant’s authority and effective control. In addressing this, the court relied on its previous findings that a group of local people formed the BMP, that no TNI were involved in the attack, and that no evidence was introduced to show a superior-subordinate relation between the leader of BMP, Manuel Sousa, and Asep Kuswani. On this basis, the judgment concluded, there is no evidence for connecting the defendants to the crimes through the doctrine of command/superior responsibility, so they must be acquitted.

Before discussing this conclusion directly, it must be noted that the fundamental failing that makes such a verdict possible is the prosecution’s refusal to introduce adequate evidence to support the charges made in the indictment. The debilitating effect of the inability to produce victim-witnesses from East Timor is amply manifested in this case. As will be discussed below, responsibility for this failure goes beyond the prosecutors assigned to the case and must rest with those in the AG’s office responsible for the relevant policies. The judges themselves, however, must bear responsibility for their refusing to accord the pretrial statements by victim-witnesses evidentiary weight and giving credence instead to the self-serving testimony of TNI and police witnesses.

As should now be apparent, the results in the Kuswani case are diametrically opposed to the approach in the Muis case. There, the court also found that there was no superior-subordinate
relation between the defendant and the pro-integration militias, but convicted nonetheless. The salient difference seems to be that they found that the TNI participated in organizing and equipping the militias, as well as in some of the attacks, and hence bore direct responsibility. Beyond this, however, they also adopted a fundamentally different approach to the issue of the failure to prevent. They held that because it was the duty of the defendant, Nuer Muis, to provide security, and because he must have and/or should have known of the serious threats to security in advance of the attacks, his failure to take adequate measures to have his subordinates prevent or stop the attacks makes him culpably negligent and also establishes his complicity in their perpetration. The Kuswani decision, on the other hand, relies on a stricter application of command responsibility. Here, their finding of a complete lack of TNI participation either in the attacks themselves or in the equipping or organizing of the militias is crucial.

Even without adopting an approach like that of the Muis panel, the court could have used IHL case law to justify holding at least Asep Kuswani accountable. Using decisions like that of the Musema and Akayesu cases in the ICTR, they could have focused in a more flexible manner on the issue of the nature of effective control (which they scarcely discuss). Instead of adopting a largely formalistic approach to command responsibility, they might have emphasized the very considerable de facto authority of the defendants in Liquisa. Taking this de facto authority together with their funding of Pam Swakarsa as the umbrella organization for groups like BMP, one could easily make a case for command responsibility, even without the evidence about direct TNI participation. This conservative, formalistic approach to command responsibility is much like the court’s treatment of the evidentiary issues. Some Indonesian experts believe that this judicial conservatism among some of the career judges is genuine and not just a mask for justifying acquittals. This may be true, but at the very least (as noted above in the discussion of the policy requirement) it is coupled with a seeming refusal to consider seriously the role of the TNI and other Indonesian institutions in supporting, organizing, and equipping the militias or directly participating in their attacks.42

42As a cautionary note, it should be added that although the court in the Kuswani case could have relied on expansive treatments of command responsibility, there are other strands in IHL case law that support a restrictive approach. For example, in the Kunarac case, the ICTY found no effective control and superior-subordinate relation where a commander of a militia group whose membership was somewhat fluid supplied women as sexual slaves to his men. There was clear evidence of his de facto authority among the men and of their great deference to him as their commander, regardless of whether they were officially permanently assigned to his unit. Similar problems arose in one of the Omarska cases (Kvocka et al.), where the court seemed to follow a very formalistic notion of command responsibility sharply at odds with the approach of many decisions in the ICTR. There is no indication, however, of the judges’ familiarity with such doctrinal issues. This again points up the need for more adequate training or judges and prosecutors. If the results reached in this case are due to genuine judicial conservatism, proper training in IHL could help to broaden the judges’ perspective and give them the intellectual tools they need to deal with novel legal issues and circumstances.
III. WEAKNESSES IN THE PROSECUTION AND TRIAL PROCESS

A. Overview: Issues to Be Addressed

The previous section provides an account of the problems of credibility and legitimacy that arose in many of the trials before the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court. In seeking to analyze the factors that were responsible for these shortcomings, this section proceeds from the starting point that blanket generalizations about the trials, especially those that lump the judges and prosecutors together as solely and equally responsible for the court’s failings, will do little to advance understanding beyond the summary reports already available and certainly will have little credibility or impact inside Indonesia. Further, only such careful analysis can provide a solid basis for recommendations concerning what the international community can and should do to promote the necessary measures of justice regarding the events that occurred in East Timor in 1999. Accordingly, the report must distinguish the particular problems that have limited or determined the performance of the different institutional elements in the process. These include KPP HAM, the AG’s office, pretrial investigation, trial prosecution teams, defense counsel, witnesses, and judges. Further, the report must also distinguish systemic problems that affect the administration of justice in Indonesia in general from problems specific to these trials. These systemic problems include the entrenched political culture of the AG’s office and other elements in the justice system, as well as related issues of competence, training, corruption, and motivation.

B. Systemic Problems

1. Training and Accountability

Training is one part of the larger issue of competency, “a major issue whose importance cannot be overestimated,” as one commentator stated. The Indonesian legal system typically does not operate to advance those who are most competent, for neither judges nor prosecutors are normally evaluated on the basis of performance in terms of quality of decisions or success in prosecution. A well-informed source claims that judges’ personnel files contain no information about their performance as lawyers or jurists. A good judge or prosecutor follows orders, and those who don’t are denied advancement. This arises from the military-hierarchical culture that characterizes both institutions. As the recent Final Report of the Audit of the Public Prosecution Service of the Republic of Indonesia (FRAPPS) stated, performance is largely measured on subjective criteria such as “loyalty, honesty, and cooperation,” rather than tangible results.43

This recent audit emphasizes the way the Public Prosecution Service’s (PPS) organization and institutional practices systematically obscure responsibility. Thus, the report repeatedly notes, the PPS’s complex bureaucratic structure and general lack of a culture of accountability make it extremely difficult to identify what went wrong in an unsuccessful prosecution. If a prosecution case fails, the report states, it is almost impossible to locate responsibility in the tangled web of bureaucracy: “It could be the result of poor preparation by the prosecutor, poor decisions by his many superiors, or a poor strategic prosecution plan developed by the prosecutor or again by his superiors.”44 On the other hand, there could also be other explanations. As the UN Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers concluded in his discussion of corruption in the Indonesian judiciary, “The Special Rapporteur considers that it is essential to place the

43 FRAPPS, audit carried out by Price Waterhouse, published by British Institute of Comparative Law 2001, 67.
44 FRAPPS 56.
allegations of judicial corruption in the context of the administration of justice as a whole. Corruption is not limited to the judiciary, instead it spreads as a cancer in the entire system, the judiciary, police, prosecutors and Office of the Attorney General.\textsuperscript{45}

As seen in the analysis of the trials, the performances of judges and prosecutors have varied sharply from case to case. The most striking example of this appears from the glaring discrepancies outlined above in the Prosecution Summation of Charges and Proof (\textit{requisitor}) and judgments in the Damiri, Suratman, and Muis cases. Given that we cannot know with certainty what factors have influenced the prosecutors’ performance in particular cases, a different approach is required. An analysis of the political culture and practices of the AG’s office and the PPS may tell us a great deal about the way in which case outcomes are shaped by the larger processes of which they are a part.

2. Political Culture: “Militarization” in the Public Prosecution Service

The starting point for such an account must be the military culture of the AG’s office and the PPS. This point was emphasized again and again by informed observers and individuals who had served at the highest levels of the AG’s office. The atmosphere at the Public Prosecution Training Center where one can observe prosecutors in military uniforms marching in formation in a setting that looked like a military compound. Such practices were considered an integral part of the training so as to instill the proper spirit in the trainees. This is also one of the central points of FRAPPS: “The PPS has a strong military culture…. Officers regularly wear military uniforms, conduct military ceremonies, give ritual salutes, and bring a military shape to every day life…. More importantly, the military culture is reflected in a rigidly hierarchical structure, in which lower ranks do not speak when their superiors are present, orders come from above, discretion is limited, initiative is not encouraged, and punishment for failing to fall in line can be swift…. Detailed rules, the seeking of consent in planning prosecution work and extensive review seem to leave little room for discretion at any level.”\textsuperscript{46}

The report further notes that the inculcation of military values of loyalty and discipline are emphasized more than technical preparation for prosecutorial work: “Training and induction for new hires… focus on military values and administrative technical matters with little emphasis on prosecuting a criminal case. The course subjects include: Marching; Military Ceremony; History of the Prosecution Office of Indonesia; Organization Structure; and Prosecution Administration.”\textsuperscript{47} In the Soeharto era, the report notes, as a result of the increasing militarization, “The concepts of loyalty and enforcement of the dictates of the regime became paramount…. [T]he role of the PPS was to enforce the policy of the government and not necessarily to independently uphold the law.”\textsuperscript{48} The potential impact of such an orientation on politically charged cases like those involving East Timor (or human rights in general) is obvious.

When looked at from the standpoint of an individual prosecutor, the weight of this militarization operates to ensure a commitment to the values and goals of the state’s policies rather than to the legal system and the values of justice that it nominally serves. For this reason, as one might imagine, the PPS is characterized by a lack of a culture of professionalism and independence. Such attributes are simply not part of the prosecutors’ training, and the careers of individuals who

\textsuperscript{46} FRAPPS 2001, 13, 16–17.
\textsuperscript{47} Ibid at 83.
\textsuperscript{48} Ibid at 23.
display such qualities are not thereby advanced. Similar problems exist in the judiciary, where until recently judges were trained to be civil servants beholden to state interests. As the Special Rapporteur notes, this culture does not change quickly: “A number of judges informed the Special Rapporteur that after...years of serving as a civil servant, the challenges of altering mindsets to that of an independent and impartial judge are significant.”\textsuperscript{49} As many experts on the AG’s office informed me, this problem of change of mentality is even more difficult there than among the judiciary, because the military culture of the PPS is far more blatant and deeply entrenched.

When looked at from the standpoint of the AG’s office, the culture of militarization is the product of a more fundamental orientation toward the state. As a leading figure in Komnas HAM informed me, from a structural perspective, the AG’s office is part of the institutional structure of a legal system that the military has largely co-opted. For 35 years, the AG was almost always a high-ranking military officer; only relatively recently has a civilian held the position. For an institution that has for so long seen itself as a quasi-military organization in the service of state interests, it is impossible to suddenly become independent and critical vis-à-vis the military. After decades where the military and the AG’s office have enjoyed what one expert called “a culture of cooperative corruption and abuse of power,” habits of deference persist. As a former senior official put it, “The difficulty here for the AG’s office is that this is all new. For over 30 years there was a completely different regime in the AG’s office. For this reason, without overall political direction, the AG’s office will not pursue the trials vigorously. The AG’s office takes its political direction from elsewhere. This direction comes primarily from the government. The culture of the AG’s office is to implement the political goals of the government.”

What has become increasingly clear, as the trials have progressed and international pressure on the government of Indonesia has diminished, is that the “political direction” from Megawati’s government to the AG’s office has not been to pursue these cases with vigor. If there were any lingering doubts about this, the implosion of the prosecution in the Damiri case has certainly erased them. Without the creation of a culture of independence in the PPS, the prosecution of human rights cases will continue to be shaped by the political requirements of a government that is ultimately too dependent on the military not to defer to its perceived needs when seriously challenged.

3. Prosecutorial Priorities and Motivation

How do these systemic features influence the establishment of prosecutorial priorities and the pursuit of particular cases? In the rigidly hierarchical, quasi-military culture of the PPS, career advancement depends on sensitivity to the signals sent from above in one’s organization. If, at the highest levels of the AG’s office, a lack of will to pursue a particular case or issue vigorously is apparent, this lack of commitment will be automatically transmitted downward throughout the organization. The motivation of prosecutors is almost entirely shaped by their perceptions of their superiors’ commitments.

These commitments are typically not directly communicated, but rather transmitted or tacitly signaled in a wide variety of ways, such as the manner in which resources are assigned to particular cases.\textsuperscript{50} For example, on a given day in the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court, the number

\textsuperscript{49} Supra note 43 at 8.
\textsuperscript{50} Apart from the resources in personnel discussed here, chronic underfunding and lack of adequate physical resources also debilitate the PPS. According to FRAPPS, for example, only 470 computers are
Of prosecutors appearing in a particular case is usually two, sometimes only one. Experts have said that this is considerably less than one would expect in cases of this complexity and significance. These prosecutors’ lack of familiarity with the case, the dossier, and the witnesses they are calling has also struck most observers of the trials. As a former senior official stated, it would be normal for at least three prosecutors to be assigned to the trial who are “completely familiar with the case.” This is particularly necessary in the current human rights cases, where one or two prosecutors often face huge teams of 10 to 15 defense counsel. Large staffs of four or five prosecutors are common, for example, in corruption cases, and many more prosecutors could have been assigned to the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court cases if the political will to do so had existed. It is also common practice that when a trial prosecution team is staffed, one or two may be members of the investigative team who are carried over to the trial group. In the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court, this appears not to have been the practice and, as seen above, because the prosecutors were not familiar with the investigation, the results have been poor effectiveness and low quality of examination and cross-examination of witnesses. This has been exacerbated by the assignment of prosecutors who live in distant parts of Indonesia, who are nearing the very end of their careers, or who are attempting to manage a heavy load of cases.

On the analysis of a former senior official, the failure throughout the system to follow the normal pattern of allocation of resources is not the result of a “decision,” but the consequence of a lack of will at the top. The individual officers see that the case is not a priority for their superiors and respond accordingly. They follow cues from their superiors and don’t allocate adequate resources. There is substantial competition for such resources, especially with corruption and banking cases, and those allocating or competing for these resources follow their sense of what their superiors want. Thus, because of the perceived lack of commitment at the top of the AG’s office, fewer resources are assigned to the human rights cases. This is true not only of the quantity of resources, but also the quality. At the level of the case itself, individual prosecutors are well aware of this process and respond accordingly in terms of their motivation and performance. They are, of course, acutely cognizant that they are likely to be evaluated less on performance in terms of skill and more on their sensitivity to the political tone set by the top. As one would expect, given the nature of their training and the militarization of the institution as a whole, very few have an independent mentality, and most simply follow political direction. As a former senior official told me, the AG’s office is merely “going through the motions. Some individual prosecutors (and judges) are very committed, but institutionally speaking they are merely going through the motions. This is the result of the lack of political direction to do more from the top levels of the AG’s office.”

Other systemic factors also affect case assignments in the PPS. The Special Rapporteur and FRAPPS confirmed that corruption affects case assignments in all areas and determines who gets which case. In a system where prosecutors routinely pay for their training and may pay to get cases that they want, human rights cases are not considered desirable. The selection process operates by default, and unless there is a decision to pursue a particular case more effectively, cases may be tried by prosecutors who haven’t managed to get better assignments. As one well-informed observer told me, “Human rights cases are not attractive to prosecutors. They are difficult, high risk, and no money. They will not help prosecutors get good promotions.” It is obvious that such a process is unlikely to produce a competent and committed prosecution, especially in cases as challenging as those before Ad Hoc Human Rights Court.

---

available for 5500 prosecutors (61). In general, the government approves only approximately 60% of the annual PPS budget request (59).

51 This theme runs throughout FRAPPS.
It worth pointing out that the judges in the cases were perfectly aware of some of these limitations. Six judges, when explaining the weakness of indictments, used the term “bonsaification” to characterize the prosecution. They explained that the indictments were made to look good, but are actually stunted and puny. They added, “The indictments were drafted to make it technically impossible to prove that the violence was widespread and systematic.” This reveals that the judges also are aware of the overriding problem of a lack of independence in the PPS. This was also manifested, the same judges noted, in the prosecution’s failure to take an active role in the questioning of witnesses in particular cases, leaving this task to the judges. As one of them put it, to the approval of all the others, “The Prosecutor is tossing us the hot potato so that the blame will fall on us.”

In another discussion with four judges regarding a different case, when asked how they would explain the weakness of the prosecution, they replied that this weakness must be understood from the perspective of the fact that the “prosecution is an extension of state policy” because prosecutors are “agents of the state.” When asked how control might be exerted over the prosecution, they said that they did not know for sure, but that there were certain indications. First, victim-witnesses were not summoned for particular cases, but merely brought to the trials, and then assigned to cases. This suggests that prosecutors are not making decisions about who will appear for their particular cases. Next, they continued, the dossiers show that the investigating prosecutors should have, but did not, remain on the prosecution teams. This is not efficient or usual, they maintained. The judges called this the “missing link” between investigation and prosecution. One judge added that this is a clear sign that the AG decided to keep the investigators out of the trial. Finally, the indictments are almost all the same, indicating that they were “mass produced.” This uniformity of indictments is indicated by features like universal charge of “failure to prevent.” The indictments thus make the same charges without regard to whether they fit particular defendants. The judges concluded, “We judges cannot determine if the state is trying to undermine the trial,” but they do see the weaknesses and indicators that this may be the case.

4. “Processing” the Prosecutions: Extraordinary Crimes and Routine Responses

Prosecutorial motivation and performance are influenced by a variety of systemic factors. In such a justice system, political and personal career concerns are likely to shape the motivation of prosecutors and, to a certain extent, career judges. In the case of prosecutors, when the AG and high officials in his office signal that particular cases are not considered a priority, the natural tendency is simply to go through the motions in “processing” these prosecutions. As noted, in the ordinary functioning of the prosecutor’s office financial considerations may also be a motivating factor in terms of how cases are assigned and prosecuted. All of these elements have played a role in the East Timor prosecutions.

The lack of conviction that extraordinary crimes were committed in East Timor has also influenced the motivation of prosecutors and some judges. This originates in the highest political levels and sets the tone for institutional and bureaucratic responses. This lack of conviction, as noted above, is also widely shared in Indonesian society and by much of the press. These factors are part of the reason for the passivity with which some judges and prosecutors have proceeded at trial. The sense of moral outrage and urgency that has characterized the

52 Almost all of the individuals emphasized the “newness” of these kinds of cases for Indonesia. By this they mean the lack of mental preparation and professional training to deal with the notion of state criminality carried out through the policies of the government they serve. This “newness,” and the lack of adequate preparation to deal with the issues that such cases raise, have influenced every aspect of the trials.
prosecution of most major war crimes and human rights trials is glaringly absent in the Jakarta courtroom—prosecutors proceed as if the case is simply “business as usual.”

It is easy to see how the perception that no extraordinary crimes were committed in East Timor arises from the quasi-military culture that characterizes the PPS and associated institutions. This culture informs the training of prosecutors by producing an understanding of the role of prosecutors and the AG vis-à-vis the Indonesian state. This understanding makes it extremely unlikely that prosecutors will perform effectively when key elements of the state apparatus itself are the subject of prosecutorial scrutiny. It also produces a natural tendency to frame indictments and conduct prosecutions in a manner that isolates events and individuals from the larger framework of state authority. Applied to the East Timor cases, this would explain why the indictments and the presentation of the prosecution case consistently present the violence in East Timor as a series of isolated, spontaneous incidents that are not related to the policies, operations, high-level officials, or institutions of the Government of Indonesia. As noted above, very few judgments proceeded from an adequate conceptualization of the nature and scope of the crimes against humanity committed in East Timor.

5. Control Mechanisms and the Preparation of Indictments

Apart from the informal steering mechanisms described above, there are also formal instruments of control within the PPS that are used to manage the prosecutorial process. The general weakness of the indictments, as well as their common failure (with very few exceptions) to indict on anything other than charges of command responsibility for failure to prevent crimes against humanity, prompted much speculation among observers about whether the prosecutors themselves had written the indictments or had them “mass produced” elsewhere. All the prosecutors interviewed maintained that they wrote the indictments in their cases. This may well be true, because the process of preparing indictments is so tightly controlled by institutional procedures that a general strategy formulated at higher levels can easily be brought to bear. For example, before the indictment is issued, the prosecutor has to make a presentation to his superior about how he proposes to draft it. This presentation of the “prosecution plan” ostensibly has the purpose of exposing weak points and making a stronger indictment, but more often it results in instructions of how to carry out a policy that has been explicitly or tacitly imposed. Functionally, as confirmed by FRAPPS, it operates as a control mechanism to ensure that indictments conform to expectations of the hierarchy in the PPS. This fits into the general military-hierarchical culture of the PPS that a prosecutor will not act autonomously from his office, but is only the delegate of a team. As the FRAPPS notes, it is through such mechanisms that discretion is limited and individual initiative discouraged.

Some experts noted that certain prosecutors, particularly the younger ones, are sometimes critical of this procedure and chafe under its restrictions. The audit of the PPS highlighted the problems caused by such practices: “As the PPS was militarized, this planning system became more rigid and rentut permitted control from the top without important institutional checks and balances…. It also produced a climate where the substance of the prosecution decision was often not analyzed carefully by the prosecutors actually working on the case…. At present prosecutors are not independent and have no discretion in the handling of cases. All prosecution plans have to be approved by a superior under the rentut system.”

53 FRAPPS 31, 56.
6. Locating Responsibility and the Problem of Political Will

In the opinion of many (although not all) observers, the human rights trial process has not been completely predetermined by orders from on high. This is not because those in positions of political authority were prepared to let an impartial process lead where it might, but because such predetermination would not be necessary. Such blatant directives would not be required, for the entire system is finely tuned to follow indications from the top as to what kind of priority and commitment it should attach to a particular case. As one expert put it, prepackaged results are not the problem; rather, it is a matter of intervention at selected points, massive competency problems, and a culture of loyalty based on a mindset that blindly assumes that the government is acting in the interests of the people. This results in a complex interplay of factors that shape the process as a whole, thereby rendering it fundamentally opaque, especially in terms of locating individual responsibility for its failings. Incompetence or its appearance, for example, may be managed to produce desired results while obscuring accountability for them. As a former senior official told me, “Indonesian prosecutors are very smart at playing stupid. They may appear to be incompetent and stupid, but sometimes it is the very smartest ones who cultivate this. One technique they use, and not only in these [human rights] cases, is to intentionally delete crucial elements from an indictment in order to provide a backdoor for an acquittal (which in other cases may be a lucrative source of income). In the human rights courts they do this because they don’t have a moral conviction in the prosecution. They stay at the formal level, they don’t feel that they are prosecuting ‘real crimes.’”

In sum, the political culture of the AG’s office and the PPS has shaped the prosecution’s performance before the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court in ways that bring it into line with the perceived lack of commitment to pursue accountability at the highest levels of government. Individual prosecutors, who in any event are ill equipped to deal with such cases, take their cue from their superiors and pursue them only in form. They have little incentive, and absolutely no preparation in their training, to motivate them to do otherwise. In this way, the process is steered to a desired outcome without the necessity of heavy-handed intervention in the prosecution process. Of course, most experts agree, such intervention will be forthcoming when required. It is just this kind of selective intervention that produced the stunning failure of prosecutorial will in the Damiri case. Heretofore such measures had, unfortunately, not been necessary, as the normal operation of the system ensured that, in most cases, the prosecution (already hamstrung by its own weak and poorly written indictments) would operate with the desired ineffectiveness.

Although it may be impossible to locate individual responsibility within the PPS for such failures, it is beyond dispute that the ultimate responsibility for them resides at the highest levels of the AG’s office and in the failure of political will in Megawati’s government. In a system where the perceived priorities of the AG’s office sets the tone for the PPS, the AG must ultimately shoulder the responsibility where there is a failure to motivate prosecutors to perform credibly in particular cases.

Any one of these problems might have undermined the prospects for the Jakarta trials to achieve real credibility. At the systemic level, they operate together to make real judicial independence and accountability goals extremely difficult—perhaps impossible—to achieve. From an analytical perspective, they also render it futile to try to advance monocausal interpretations to explain what has determined the outcome of the trials. What is far more important, however, is to understand the interaction of these factors so as provide a basis for recommendations aimed at diminishing their pernicious influence. The next section turns from these systemic issues to a series of particular problems that have characterized the Jakarta trials, most of which relate to the systemic issues just described.
C. Trial-Specific Weaknesses

1. Resources

In most of the trials, and to an extreme degree in the TNI cases, prosecutors have confronted more numerous, more capable, and better-prepared defense counsel. This imbalance, plus the weak indictments and other factors already mentioned, make it much more difficult to obtain convictions or justify heavy sentences. This kind of situation is not unknown in prominent trials in other legal systems (e.g., O.J. Simpson), but the important question is why it was allowed to occur to such an extent and why so little was done to remedy the glaring weaknesses.

FRAPPS has examined in detail the general lack of resources that characterizes the PPS. The impact of these systemic problems should not be underestimated, as they may also lead to unanticipated consequences. For example, according to FRAPPS, there is a severe lack of modern computers, technical expertise, up-to-date software, and general computer literacy in the PPS.\(^{54}\) This may have significantly contributed to the prosecutors’ failure to use fully the information contained in the KPP HAM report. Much of the detail of that information was contained in electronic form in the appendices and the database provided with the KPP HAM report on CD-ROM. The large KPP HAM database, moreover, employed the JURIDOC system, which is complex and sophisticated, and requires some expertise to master. There is evidence to suggest that, finding it too complicated (or perhaps not even having access to powerful PCs and appropriate software), prosecutors simply ignored it.

The systemic problem of lack of resources, however, provides only a partial explanation for the understaffing, underfunding, and prosecutors’ lack of proper training in IHL. The AG’s office is certainly aware of these systemic problems and does have the resources to address them, given sufficient political will. That in the Jakarta trials insufficient resources were allowed to undermine the prosecution effort so severely can, in the end, be interpreted only as highest-level AG decisions not to attach a high priority to these cases.

The same kinds of questions arise in regard to the woeful inadequacy of the material and administrative infrastructure for the trials. This involves the lack of even the most basic resources for the judges, such as offices, computers, research tools, photocopying budgets, clerks, secretarial support, paper, and other supplies. It extends to the lack of organization and commitment manifest in the production of witnesses, the difficulties in arranging teleconferencing, the lateness of the judges’ pay (their first payment came nine months after the beginning of the trials), and other aspects of calendar and case management. These issues have not only affected the course of the trials, but also reveal a good deal about the underlying systemic issues.

2. Victim-Witnesses and Teleconferencing

The analysis of the seven trials revealed the vital importance of the victim-witnesses in establishing the prosecution case. It also demonstrated how few victim-witnesses were actually produced in court over the course of the trials. This failure had other consequences, apart from its

\(^{54}\) According to FRAPPS, there are 470 computers for 5500 prosecutors, many of which are antiquated models, Similarly, software dates from 1991–1992 era. Such machines and operating systems simply cannot run the JURIDOC database and are incompatible with the software used in the KPP HAM Report and Annexes (61–66).
substantive impact on proof of the crimes charged. Time and again, at the beginning of a trial session, the prosecution announced that none of its East Timorese witnesses had appeared. On such occasions, the hearing was either postponed a full week or available Indonesian witnesses were heard. Judges frequently protested and/or ordered prosecutors to produce more victim-witnesses. Because the trials were operating under 180-day statutory limits, these postponements had serious repercussions. This was exacerbated by the fact that because most judges were serving in multiple panels, each panel normally met only one day per week.

There are, as one might expect, conflicting accounts of why victim-witnesses did not appear in greater numbers. It is certainly clear, as has been widely remarked, that the witness-protection measures were grossly inadequate. Egregious practices included calling out the names of the witnesses on the public address system at the airport or housing them in a “safe-house” that had a sign on the door identifying it as such. It is difficult to determine to what extent these practices reflect inadequate preparation and lack of experience as opposed to deliberate intimidation. The Special Rapporteur noted the inadequacy of the measures in his conclusions.\textsuperscript{55} It is certain, moreover, that the widespread perception in East Timor of the security risks and of the inadequacy of witness-protection contributed to the reluctance of victim-witnesses to come to Jakarta. It must be said, however, that the reluctance of many witnesses to cooperate in any way with Indonesian institutions was already manifested during KPP HAM’s investigation in East Timor, when they also had difficulty in persuading many witnesses to testify, even though there was no question of security. Even when teleconferencing became available, many Timorese still refused to testify in East Timor.

Teleconferencing was discussed from relatively early in the trials as a solution to this problem and many of the judges encouraged it, but an alleged lack of available funds and the restrictions of the Code of Criminal Procedure as insurmountable difficulties. That these problems seemed to evaporate so quickly in December 2002–January 2003, at the very end of the trials, raised the question of why they could not have been resolved sooner. Certainly, the argument of a lack of funds only begs the question. Given the resources of the Indonesian state and the AG’s office, the relatively modest amounts involved could have been made available if there had been sufficient will on the part of the AG’s office and the government. Further, it was reasonably clear that a serious Indonesian effort to obtain international funding could have succeeded months before teleconferencing arrived, largely “too little, too late,” for most of trials had already been concluded.

Even after teleconferencing was implemented, however, significant problems remained. It was announced in court on December 2 that Bishop Belo would testify by teleconference in the Damiri and Muis trials. However, Bishop Belo never did testify. He did not appear on the announced date in December and in January again made himself unavailable for testimony at the time that had been arranged. His repeated failure to testify was not the fault of the prosecution, and his excuses were transparently inadequate. The refusal of so prominent a figure, whose testimony could well have proved vital in these cases, points up the seriousness of the problem of lack of cooperation on the East Timorese side. This does not excuse the prosecution, however, for if it had initiated teleconferencing when it became apparent at the very beginning of the trials that victim-witnesses were refusing to appear, the results might have been far different.

\textsuperscript{55} “The instances recounted to the Special Rapporteur over the manner in which East Timorese witnesses were protected in Jakarta are an indication of the wholly unsatisfactory implementation of the witness protection measures” (20, para. 101).
Several of the judges complained that the teleconferencing was hastily thrown together at the last minute. When asked why it had take so many months for the AG’s office to arrange teleconferencing and why it had only happened when the trials were almost over, they responded, “No money, no will, no commitment, no seriousness.” The lack of preparation in the selection and examination of witnesses was obvious to observers and rendered the testimony of some the victim-witnesses via teleconferencing largely useless.

3. Intimidation

From beginning to end, the trials were marked by the massive presence of TNI members in the courtroom. The daily demonstrations of “solidarity” with TNI defendants in the Jakarta courtroom via the presence of large numbers of military and other uniformed personnel represent the public face of this problem.

The most immediate effect of the TNI presence was the intimidation of participants in the trials. As one experienced member of the Jakarta legal community told me, “The massive TNI turnout at the trials was extraordinary. This was a message to the judiciary that these defendants are good soldiers and the military at the very highest ranks support them. This was most marked on the first day when all of the top commanders of the various services and of the Armed Forces were there in the front rows.” It was also a message to the prosecutors, the public, and the witnesses who appeared. On a typical day, several officers and soldiers milled around just outside the courtroom, and many more were seated inside. The range was usually 10 to 25, although sometimes more. On one occasion, international observers asked some of the soldiers why they were there. They replied that they didn’t know, but that they had simply been ordered to report to a bus that brought them to the courthouse and told to sit in the courtroom. Observers saw that green bus arrive every day that TNI trials were under way.

In interviews, judges said that they perceived the massive presence of TNI in the courtroom as intended to intimidate them and the prosecutors. They said that they felt uncomfortable by the presence of these often-armed soldiers. Before the Gutteres trial ended, there often were significant numbers of East Timorese militia members in the courtroom, wearing black military style shirts and red and white Indonesian scarves. Such audiences made no secret of their sympathies, cheering when a defendant or witness opined negatively about East Timorese independence or the role of the UN in East Timor. Judges frequently had to admonish the audience on such occasions. The lack of bailiffs to maintain order was disturbing, and one of the judges said he felt very uneasy when one of the militia members came in the door usually used only by the court (open because of the lack of air conditioning) and stood only a few feet behind him while the trial was in progress.

The effect of such behavior was exacerbated by the practice of TNI defendants visiting other courtrooms when their own trials were not in session. The presence of these high-ranking officers, often openly conversing with one another, in the audience added to the sense of solidarity and of intimidation for judges, prosecutors and, above all, witnesses. It was also illegal under Indonesian procedural law. Gutteres and his followers also flowed in and out of the courtroom, greeting each other and talking, during the period before his conviction. Their presence was particularly disturbing for the victim-witnesses, whom they often sat near or next to.

56 In process of the trial, the judges are obligated to order or prevent the witnesses from communicating with one another before delivering their testimonies in court (KUHAP, Art 159.1). Aside from that, the witnesses are restricted from conversing during the trial (Art. 167.3).
Finally, a campaign of harassment and intimidation appears to have been directed at judges deemed likely to support convictions. This included telephone calls through all hours of the night, e-mail messages, visits from long-lost acquaintances who asked judges to meet with unspecified officials, and the like. It is impossible to assess the full impact of such harassment and intimidation on the trial process.

4. Lack of Evidence in Trials

When asked to account for the weakness of the prosecution and its failure to produce evidence to support the charges, prosecutors, defense counsel, and some Indonesian observers responded by shifting blame to the KPP HAM report. This view is widespread enough that it merits discussion here, especially because it is merely a device to shift attention away from the prosecution’s glaring failings and the AG office’s lack of commitment. The main thrust of such criticisms is that the members of KPP HAM were not experienced investigators and their findings had no value as evidence. Hence, the prosecutors had to begin from scratch and did not have sufficient time to work up the case. This raises the question of whether the task of KPP HAM was to prepare the case for the prosecution.

A former senior official confirmed that the KPP HAM mandate was limited to fact-finding and recommendations. He explained that if the AG accepts the report, it is his office’s obligation to launch a prosecutorial investigation on the basis of the report’s recommendations. Thus, “the AG should not complain if further investigation is required after KPP HAM because it is his job to build the investigation after the report. When the AG decides to accept a KPP HAM report and investigate then it becomes an official criminal investigation. So the real issue is whether the AG’s office has the right perspective.” Other experts confirmed that while the KPP HAM “evidence” was not admissible because all of the documents are photocopies, it was outside the scope of KPP HAM’s mandate and authority to produce admissible evidence. KPP HAM’s task was to produce preliminary evidence and a roadmap of the case for the prosecution. The work of gathering evidence for the prosecution dossier (BAP) to be used at trial is the job of the prosecution. Former members of KPP HAM also said that they had informed the prosecution that originals of many of the documents they had collected were available from the UNTAET prosecutors in Dili, but the prosecution made no attempt to obtain these documents. Prosecutors confirmed this.

Careful analysis of the report reveals that it does provide the data the investigators could have used to obtain introducible evidence. The annexes also provide ample documentation for the “widespread or systematic” nature of the crimes through their lists of all the incidents, perpetrators, victims, etc. Annex B contains preliminary evidence, consisting of transcriptions of witness interviews and documents. Further, the report itself refers to important evidence that the prosecution could have obtained to build a broader case of crimes against humanities so as to support its indictments.57

For example, in discussing the PPI and the rallies it held in East Timor, the report mentions Indonesian financial support for such organizations. It cites Eurico Gutteres’ pretrial statement about the PPI/Pam Swakarsa rally at the Governor’s house in Dili that preceded and led to the attack on Manuel Carrascalao’s house. Gutteres here admits that this rally was an official Appel

---

of the Pam Swakarsa and that all the militias were joined under the umbrella organization PPI.\(^{58}\) It then quotes Wiranto’s letter as evidence of government involvement: “One way of providing direction for pro-integration groups that must receive support from all government institutions in order to ensure that they remain unified and do not splinter.”\(^{59}\)

The report continues that, “The effort to make autonomy succeed involved the TNI and civil authorities…. From that time forward there were simultaneous Appels where blood oaths were taken by militias.” It then gives the dates and places of the Appels. Although such factual allegations are not always fully referenced to the mass of evidence in Annexes, for prosecutors it would have just been a matter of cross-referencing and supplementing.

Numerous other pretrial statements are referenced in the KPP HAM report as providing vital testimony on the TNI’s role. For example, the statement of Thomas Gonzalves, Regent (Bupati) of Ermera, states that he received 300 guns from defendant Yayat Sudrajat.\(^{60}\) Likewise, in the summary of the statement of Sgt. Gabriel de Jesus: “He acknowledges that several days before the referendum registration 40 assault rifles (SKS) were dropped off at the military command HQ in Lautem. They were later stored and used by the militia in Lautem.”\(^{61}\) Numerous other examples refer to specific testimony on this vital issue and reference the location of the testimony in the Annexes (e.g., B848; P376).\(^{62}\)

These examples (and there are many more in the report and its annexes) show that the KPP HAM report did contain references to specific evidence on key issues such as the TNI’s role in supporting and arming the militias. This evidence went well beyond what was attached to the dossier presented at trial. The prosecution apparently ignored this evidence, as they did not try to prove these elements of the case. So although the report may not fully document all of its recommendations and conclusions in formal evidentiary fashion, it is at least clear that:

1. It was not the KPP’s mandate to do all the work of investigation for prosecution and prepare the case for trial.
2. The report does present substantial documentation to support its recommendations and provides the foundation for prosecution cases by its roadmap to the annexes and database referenced in its conclusions.
3. The prosecution did not fully use this evidence, so it is hardly appropriate to complain that the report did not do more. The dossier omits most of the KPP HAM report’s incriminating evidence, especially on TNI involvement. The prosecution team did not use most of the evidence that did get into the dossier.\(^{63}\)
4. Perhaps most important, the prosecution did not follow the lines of argument that the report laid out. The report goes far beyond the weak allegations of the indictments and prosecution cases, providing evidence by which the prosecution could have connected the TNI defendants far more directly to the violence, showing both the widespread and systematic nature of the violence and the TNI role in organizing and preparing for it.

\(^{58}\) KPP HAM Final Report, para. 43.
\(^{59}\) Ibid at 45.
\(^{60}\) Ibid, Annex B at 460.
\(^{61}\) Ibid, Annex B at 179, para. 51.
\(^{62}\) Mark Cammack provided these translations and much useful information about the KPP HAM annexes and database.
That is, the KPP HAM report indicted the system that produced the violence. The indictments themselves only focused on various individuals without connecting them to an overall policy or to the institutions that produced that policy. What emerged instead was a truncated narrative in which a series of crimes were described as isolated incidents by a prosecution which stubbornly refused to introduce available evidence that might show that they were part of a larger, systematic, and widespread pattern and were a product of governmentally financed, organized, and orchestrated criminality.

From a general systemic perspective, the prosecution’s complaints about the AG’s report are not surprising. FRAPPS notes the severity of the general rivalry and lack of cooperation between police and prosecutors: “The police often produce dossiers that the prosecutors find to lack sufficient evidence to secure a conviction…. Each side blames the other for these problems…. “ This view was confirmed by my discussions with experts. They also noted that rivalry between the AG’s office and the police is typical. The AG, for example, “relishes sending back investigative files saying that they are inadequate…. They both use the to and fro in regard to the adequacy of the investigation as a weapon in fighting over jurisdiction.” This pattern appears to be the model for the way that the AG’s office treats KPP HAM, which explains its rejection of the adequacy of the report. The AG’s office does not want to concede that anyone else has the right to determine their prosecutorial approach, as KPP HAM did in these cases. For this reason, they would be motivated to reject the value of the KPP HAM report no matter what its content. They might say that they had to start investigation from scratch and obtain their own evidence rather than relying on a group of “amateurs.” These attitudes do not bode well for the future of the arrangement mandated by LAW 26/2000 under which the Komnas HAM is given the role of initiating and shaping the investigation of human rights cases.

5. Challenges for Judges

As has already been alluded to, judges of the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court face many of the same challenges as prosecutors. These range from the institutional (resources, pressure and intimidation, etc.) to the more subtle problem of adapting one’s mentality to the new context of an independent human rights court weighing evidence against entrenched national institutions like the armed forces and police. The challenge of what observers and participants have called the “newness” of the trials was commented on above. In addition to the mental adjustment of applying a criminal label to those whom they may instinctively regard as “fellow countrymen doing their job” (as a former senior official described this difficulty), they are also confronted with a new legal context for which their training and experience can scarcely have prepared them. This section briefly explores these challenges and how some of the judges have responded to them.

Two of the judges explained that lack of training and experience in IHL is a problem for both judges and prosecutors. Only a few of the judges have real professional expertise in this field. This manifests itself in technical problems, such as a lack of understanding of the elements of crimes against humanity, command responsibility, or other doctrines. It is also responsible, as was seen in the analysis of the cases, for inadequate attitudinal responses to new legal problems that arise, for example, in applying the Code of Criminal Procedure to cases whose substantive law is defined by the norms of IHL.

Many of the judges, informed observers, and experts confirmed that some of the judges were taking refuge behind a very narrow conception of their authority and role. As a former senior official said, judges in the Indonesian system have the power to make their own investigation in the courtroom and can also pursue evidence on their own. The judge is not limited by the
evidence produced by the prosecution, but can provide proof to fill in gaps in the indictment. Judges can also order prosecutors to produce particular evidence or to obtain it from the Serious Crimes Unit in Dili (although, as noted above, prosecutors have at times not been particularly responsive to orders from the judges in regard to producing witnesses). “The judge,” he added, “has the freedom to make a ‘breakthrough’ in evidentiary questions.” On his view, the lack of insistence from the many judges in pursuing the evidentiary problems are a sign, “that they are not that serious” and that the result in that particular case has been decided beforehand.

Another view, advanced by one of the most informed observers of the trial, maintains that the outcomes of cases depends on which of three groups the judges on a particular panel fall into. One group consists of conservative judges who “go by the book” and stick to the Code of Civil Procedure. Weak and inexperienced ad hoc judges are too often influenced by career judges on their panels who maintain such views. The conservative judges look at these cases like ordinary criminal trials for murder. They want autopsies, coroner’s reports, murder weapons, originals of all documents, etc. A second group comprises career and ad hoc judges who are known for their knowledge of IHL and progressive views. They are more aware of the extraordinary nature of the crimes, more committed to accountability and, because of their greater knowledge and awareness, will make better and more innovative rulings. This group is responsible for several of the convictions. Finally, there is a middle group that can go either way, depending on the panel they are sitting with. As this observer put it, “They want to look like they have embraced IHL but their motivations have to do with career decisions. These judges invoke IHL in their judgments and they acquit supposedly because there was no evidence, but really because of career considerations.”

The conflicts that can arise from such different perspectives on the part of the judges is indicated by the unusual step two judges took in writing an opinion dissenting from the acquittal in the Priyanto case. The end result, looking at the 12 trials as a whole, is that such divisions have produced wide divergences in the findings and results. This appeared from the analysis of different cases focusing on the same events and chain of command. That is, analyzing the convictions and acquittals, one can only conclude that there is no discernible pattern to the trials and that one is left with a series of seemingly unrelated judgments. This result has been exacerbated by the failure of the prosecution and the judges to adopt a shared, common account of what happened in East Timor in 1999. Comparing these trials with the ICTY and ICTR is instructive, for there a common account of the nature, scope, and causes of the violence in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda is the bedrock on which the different panels of judges build.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The lack of a credible shared account of the violence in East Timor, consistent with the findings of KPP HAM, the Serious Crimes Unit, and expert international opinion, has had a crippling effect. Together with the disturbing persistence, in prosecution pleadings and many of the judgments, of the myth that the violence in East Timor arose in purely random ways from spontaneous clashes between unorganized groups, it has produced two of the principal failings of the trials. First, the political objectives have been lost. As a former senior official informed me, “The overarching political objective was to establish clear command responsibility at the institutional level and not just individual culpability. This has clearly not succeeded as some TNI officers have been acquitted and others convicted in a pattern that cannot be convincingly explained with reference solely to the merits of the individuals cases.” For this reason, the 12 trials have only succeeded in convicting a few individual perpetrators. They have failed to establish the individual responsibility of those in the hierarchy who were responsible for planning and ordering the tactics, strategies, and policies of the institutions they represent. Thus, they have
failed to establish accountability and to undermine the culture of impunity that was responsible for the violence in the first place. In this regard, the failure of the AG to indict anyone above the level of Adam Damiri is of crucial importance.

Second, the trials have failed fundamentally in fulfilling the “truth function,” which is a central part of the mandate of human rights and war crimes courts. Indeed, by clinging to a version of the violence in East Timor that is accepted nowhere outside of Indonesia (and that many there have rejected), the trials have lost a unique opportunity to set the historical record straight, inform the Indonesian public of the accountability of their institutions for the gross human rights violation perpetrated in their name, and to provide a basis for reconciliation and justice for the victims in East Timor.

Finally, as the above analysis has emphasized repeatedly, whatever the confluence of various factors that have produced results in particular cases, overall responsibility for the failure of the trial process before the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court lies with the AG’s office and the Government of Indonesia. The trials as a whole were not based on an impartial evaluation of the available evidence, because the most important available evidence was not produced in court and the prosecution too often seemed to be working in the service of the defense. In several cases, the judges, struggling against a series of handicaps, attempted to meet international standards and convicted defendants based on a scrupulous weighing of the evidence and the proper application of international humanitarian case law and doctrine. In the majority of the cases, however, a combination of lack of prosecutorial and judicial initiative resulted in weak indictments, weak prosecution cases, the failure to produce vitally important available evidence and testimony, and a failure to assess credibly and fairly the evidence that was produced. Tragically, for those who have worked hard to legitimize the process, the failure of the prosecution has, in too many cases, provided a convenient excuse for acquittals that seem unsupported by the available evidence (or the outcomes of other cases before the court). And in the case of important convictions, such as that of Adam Damiri, the weaknesses of the prosecution have undermined the credibility of the process as a whole. Had the prosecution in this case acquitted itself with even a minimum of competence and credibility, the conviction of Damiri might have done much to call into question some of the denunciations that have been directed at the trials. In this regard, the AG’s office lost a unique opportunity to lend some legitimacy to this deeply flawed process.

Despite the central role of the prosecution in permitting this outcome, the systemic failures are more serious. The Ad Hoc Human Rights Court was designed to provide independence in the adjudication of human rights cases. Not only has it not done so, it cannot do so in its present configuration. It is clear from what has happened in these cases that without an independent prosecution function, credible results and accountability will not be achieved. Further, the legal framework of the trials under Law 26/2000 requires major revision, especially regarding matters of evidence and procedure. Of equal importance is the provision of adequate and proper technical, financial, and other resources for judges and prosecutors, including far more extensive training in IHL. In the end, however, all of these problems come back to the issue of political will in the AG’s office and higher governmental levels. Ultimately, the failure of these trials to meet international standards, and to achieve legitimacy in the eyes of national and international observers, rests on the lack of commitment on the part of the Indonesian Government to encourage or permit a process that could lead to genuine accountability.
EPILOGUE  Appeals from the Verdicts of the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court in Jakarta

Because there is no oral argument in the Indonesian appeals process in the Human Rights Courts, it is difficult to ascertain the status of individual cases until the High Court or Supreme Court announces its decision. In the case of guilty verdicts, appeals go first to the High Court (appellate court) of the Human Rights Court and, following their decision, to the justices of the Indonesian Supreme Court designated for human rights cases. With acquittals, if the prosecution appeals (cassation), the case goes directly to the Supreme Court.

The lack of transparency is of some concern, particularly at the High Court level. The failure to disseminate or publish the decisions (or make available the briefs of the parties) within a reasonable time frame or on a fixed schedule, coupled with the lack of public hearings, creates the sense that the appeals process is shrouded in mystery. Given the length of time that has elapsed since verdicts were rendered in most of the cases (more than a year for 9 of the 12), it is disconcerting that the parties apparently have no sense of where the cases are in the appeals process or when a decision is likely to be reached. All of those convicted are, of course, at liberty pending appeal. The political implications of this delay are particularly worrisome in the case of those who were convicted but subsequently engaged in activities that seem likely to lead to further human rights violations. This is perhaps most notable in the case of General Adam Damiri, who was assigned a leading role in the operations staff for the TNI offensive in Aceh; and most scandalous in the case of Eurico Gutteres, former leader of the Aitarak pro-integration militia in East Timor, who has been organizing militias in the restive Indonesian province of Papua. Given that it has been more than one year since Gutteres was convicted, the wholly unexplained delay seems unconscionable. In such cases, one can only speculate whether the delay is politically motivated. In any event, under circumstances where those convicted are at liberty to pursue the kinds of activities that landed them in court in the first place, the failure to process appeals in a timely and transparent manner seems likely to contribute to the culture of impunity that the Human Rights Courts were intended to counteract. The fact that a number of the accused, including those convicted, have received promotions contributes to this sense (see below).

According to information provided to the Indonesian NGO ELSAM by the Indonesian Attorney General’s Human Rights Task force on February 6, 2004, there have been three decisions on verdicts that have been appealed:

1. On January 12, 2004, the Supreme Court affirmed the acquittal of Brigadier General Timbul Silaen. Silaen was the Chief of the Indonesian Police Forces (POLRI) in East Timor during the 1999 violence. He was promoted and is currently serving as Chief of Police in Papua. The prosecution’s case against Silaen was extremely weak, despite the availability of apparently damaging evidence, so this decision was not surprising.

2. The High Court upheld the conviction of Abilio Soares, former governor of East Timor, and affirmed his sentence to a three-year prison term. The case has been appealed to the Supreme Court, and it is also widely expected that the Court will uphold this conviction. Despite the weak prosecutorial effort, there was nonetheless substantial evidence of Soares’ connection to the violence. Thus, the High Court’s decision tells us little about the politics of the appeals process.

3. The Supreme Court upheld the decision to acquit five officers in relation to Suai Church massacre. Colonel Herman Sedyono, Lieutenant-Colonel Lilik Koehardiyanto, Captain Achmad Syamsudin, Lieutenant-Colonel Sugito, and Gatot Subiaktoro were acquitted at first instance on charges relating to events in which at least 27 people were killed.
Appeals have been filed in the remaining 10 cases. In Adam Damiri’s case, both the defense and prosecution have appealed against the conviction. This follows the extraordinary conduct of the prosecutor in not seeking a conviction at the end of the trial, despite having presented evidence that the judges felt sufficient to convict the accused and sentence him to three years’ imprisonment. In many ways, the perversity of the prosecution appealing a conviction gives a clear indication of some of the problems at the heart of the whole process. In all but one of these cases, the appeal was filed in a timely manner. The status of these 10 cases is as follows:

Convictions under appeal at the High Court:

- Major General Adam Damiri (Regional TNI Commander) (by defense and prosecution)
- Brigadier General Nuer Muis (TNI East Timor Military Commander)
- Eurico Gutteres (Militia Leader)
- Lt. Colonel Hulman Gultom (Dili Police Chief)
- Lt. Colonel Soedjarwo (TNI Dili Military Commander)

Acquittals under appeal to the Supreme Court by the Public Prosecutor:

- Brigadier General Tono Suratman (TNI East Timor Military Commander)
- Colonel Herman Sedyono (Regent [Bupati] of Covalima)
  (and four co-defendants)
- Lt. Colonel Asep Kuswani (TNI Liquica Military Commander)
  (and one co-defendant)
- Lt. Colonel Endar Priyanto (TNI Dili Military Commander)
- Lt. Colonel Yayat Sudrajat (TNI Tribuana)

As noted above, this account is based on information supplied by the attorney general’s office. The information obtained from lead defense counsel in the TNI cases differs in two particulars:

1. They state that the Supreme Court has denied the appeal of the prosecution and upheld the acquittal of Yayat Sudrajat.
2. They claim that the Public Prosecutor did not meet the 14-day deadline for filing an appeal against the acquittal of Tono Suratman and, hence, this verdict will be upheld. It should be noted, however, that there are various views about how the 14 days should be counted, particularly when they involve holidays. It may be that the timeliness of this appeal will be one of the issues that the Supreme Court will have to resolve.

The fact that this information, supplied by parties directly involved in the case, differs so dramatically indicates the lack of transparency noted above. The fact that a decision of the Supreme Court in the Yayat case might not have been publicly announced is equally troubling. It is also striking that the trial judges from the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court feel that they have no way of gaining information about the status of the appeals in their cases. Three of the judges said that they were “completely in the dark” regarding the appeals processes.

The positions given above are in reference to the violence in East Timor. The defendants now occupy the following positions.
Last Known Position of Defendants in the trials of the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court:

- Herman Sedyono—currently serving at TNI Headquarters*
- Gatot Subyaktoro (co-defendant)—Blitar Chief of Police*
- Adam Damiri—Operations Assistant to TNI Commander-in-Chief*
- Tono Suratman—Deputy Head of TNI Information Center
- Nuer Muis—Vice Governor of Magelang Military Academy
- Leonito Martins (co-defendant of Asep Kuswani, whose position is unknown)—Bogor Chief of Police*
- Hulman Gultom—Bandung Chief of Police
- Soedjarwo—East Flores District Military Commander*
- Yayat Sudrajat—promoted to Colonel in Kopassus*
- Endar Priyanto—unknown
- Abilio Soares—unknown

*Indicates promotion since the time of the trials.

It is also of interest that Mr. Pangaribuan—who was the singularly ineffective head of the Human Rights Task Force in the attorney general’s office and was noted for his lack of cooperation with NGOs and others concerned with the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court—has received a nominal promotion to a provincial position. In reality, however, this transfer to a regional backwater amounts to a demotion, and Pangaribuan has now been replaced with an individual who is seen as likely to be much more serious about his role. This has already been manifested at the Tanjung Priok trials, where four prosecutors, instead of the previous one or two, are now being assigned to each case. Even more important, the prosecutors appear to be more committed and capable. This certainly appeared to be the case on the day I observed one of the Tanjung Priok trials. Prosecutors were questioning TNI witnesses with a vigor that would have been remarkable in the East Timor cases. Equally significant is that the Human Rights Task Force now claims to be operating with a fixed group of 16–20 prosecutors assigned to human rights cases. If this is the case, it offers opportunities for training and other means of improving the prosecutor’s performance. It should also be noted that some of the worst prosecutors from the East Timor cases have been removed. Prosecutor Hosie, for example, who was widely known for napping through the Adam Damiri trial, is apparently being retired. Prosecutor Yusuf, on the other hand, who successfully prosecuted Eurico Gutteres and appeared more engaged and competent than many of his colleagues, is again serving in the Tanjung Priok cases.

This point about the changes in the prosecution and in the attorney general’s Human Rights Task Force is perhaps not unrelated to the wider social impact of the East Timor trials. While these results of the trials were widely condemned internationally, the fallout in Indonesia has been more mixed. On the one hand, the shortcomings are widely recognized. On the other hand, the fact that, despite the light sentences, two serving TNI generals were convicted by a civilian court is regarded as significant. Here it is more widely appreciated that this is the first time in the history of the Indonesian Republic that military officers have appeared before and been judged by civilian tribunals for crimes they committed in the course of their official duties. This is seen as certainly not an end to impunity, but a first and significant step in that direction. The difference in the performance of prosecutors and judges in the Tanjung Priok cases has been widely noted by the press and observers from NGOs. This is also seen as the product of the experience of the East Timor trials. In addition to the institutional changes in the attorney general’s office noted above, it appears that there have also been substantial changes in the amount and nature of the training...
provided to TNI officers in IHL and human rights issues. Whether this training will have any long-term effect remains to be seen.

March 2004
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Charges</th>
<th>Verdict</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abilo Soares</td>
<td>former governor of East Timor</td>
<td>Two cumulative charges of crimes against humanity:</td>
<td>Convicted and sentenced to three years’ imprisonment (has lodged an appeal and remains at liberty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Murder as a crime against humanity (Art. 9(a) of Indonesia’s Law 26/2000 on human rights courts); and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Assault/persecution as a crime against humanity (Art. 9(h)).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timbul Silaen</td>
<td>Brigadier General, former East Timor police chief</td>
<td>Two cumulative charges of crimes against humanity:</td>
<td>Acquitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Murder as a crime against humanity (Art. 9(a) of Indonesia’s Law 26/2000 on human rights courts); and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Assault/persecution as a crime against humanity (Art. 9(h)).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herman Sedyono</td>
<td>Lieutenant Colonel, former Bupati of Covalima District</td>
<td>Crimes against humanity. The indictment takes the form of a subsidiary/alternative charging:</td>
<td>All acquitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Primary charge against all accused—Art. 9(a) (murder as a crime against humanity) using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility) of Indonesia’s Law 26/2000 on human rights courts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Subsidiary charge against all accused—Art. 9(a) (murder as a crime against humanity) using Art. 41 (attempting, plotting, or assisting the perpetration of crimes within the jurisdiction)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Further subsidiary charge for Herman Sedyono—Art. 9(a) (murder as a crime against humanity) using Art. 42(2) (Civilian Command Responsibility)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Further subsidiary charge for Liliek Kushadianto—Art. 9(a) (murder as a crime against humanity) using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Further subsidiary charge for Gatot Subiyaktoro—Art. 9(a) (murder as a crime against humanity) using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Further subsidiary charge for Ahmad Syamsudin—Art. 9(a) (murder as a crime against humanity) using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Further subsidiary charge for Sugito—Art. 9(a) (murder as a crime against humanity) using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Two counts of crimes against humanity. The indictment takes the form of subsidiary/alternative charging:

1. Murder as a crime against humanity
   - Primary charge against all accused—Indonesia’s Law 26/2000 on human rights courts, Art.9(a) murder as a crime against humanity using Art. 42 (by not limiting it to the subsections, the allegation can encompass Military Command Responsibility and Civilian/Police Command Responsibility)
   - Subsidiary charge against Asep Kuswani—Art. 9(a) murder as a crime against humanity using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility)
   - Subsidiary charge for Adios Salova—Art. 9(a) murder as a crime against humanity using Art. 42(2) (Civilian/Police Command Responsibility)
   - Subsidiary charge for Leoneto Martins—Art. 9(a) murder as a crime against humanity using Art. 42(2) (Civilian/Police Command Responsibility)

2. Assault as a crime against humanity
   - Primary charge against all accused—Art. 9(h) assault as a crime against humanity using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility)
   - Subsidiary charge against Asep Kuswani—Art. 9(h) assault as a crime against humanity using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility)
   - Subsidiary charge for Adios Salova—Art. 9(h) assault as a crime against humanity using Art. 42(2) (Civilian/Police Command Responsibility)
   - Subsidiary charge for Leoneto Martins—Art. 9(h) assault as a crime against humanity using Art. 42(2) (Civilian/Police Command Responsibility).

All acquitted
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Rank/Nomination</th>
<th>Charges</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Soedjarwo</strong></td>
<td>Lieutenant Colonel former Dili military commander</td>
<td>There are two charges:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Primary charge of murder as a crime against humanity in violation of Art. 9(a) of Indonesia’s Law 26/2000 on human rights courts using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Secondary charge of assault as a crime against humanity in violation of Art. 9(h) using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Convicted and sentenced to five years’ imprisonment</strong> (remains free pending appeal—no appeal yet lodged)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eurico Gutteres</strong></td>
<td>former Aitarak commander and former deputy commander PPI</td>
<td>Crimes against humanity. There are two charges:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Murder as a crime against humanity in violation of Art. 9(a) of Indonesia’s Law 26/2000 on human rights courts using Art. 42(2) (Civilian/Police Command Responsibility)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Assault as a crime against humanity in violation of Art. 9(h) using Art. 42(2) (Civilian/Police Command Responsibility)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Convicted and sentenced to 10 years’ imprisonment</strong> (remains free pending appeal—no appeal yet lodged)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adam Damiri</strong></td>
<td>Major General former chief of the Udayana Regional Military Command</td>
<td>Crimes against humanity. There are two charges:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Murder as a crime against humanity in violation of Art. 9(a) of Indonesia’s Law 26/2000 on human rights courts using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Assault as a crime against humanity in violation of Art. 9(h) using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Convicted and sentenced to three years’ imprisonment</strong> (remains free pending appeal—no appeal yet lodged)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tono Suratman</strong></td>
<td>Brigadier General former East Timor military commander</td>
<td>Crimes against humanity. There are two charges:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Murder as a crime against humanity in violation of Art. 9(a) of Indonesia’s Law 26/2000 on human rights courts using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Assault as a crime against humanity in violation of Art. 9(h) using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Acquitted</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nuer Muis</strong></td>
<td>Brigadier General (Suratman’s successor)</td>
<td>Two cumulative charges of crimes against humanity:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Murder as a crime against humanity (Art. 9(a) Indonesia’s Law 26/2000 on human rights courts)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Assault/persecution as a crime against</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Yayat Sudrajat**  
Colonel  
Tribuana military unit chief | Two cumulative primary charges of crimes against humanity and two subsidiary charges of crimes against humanity:  
- Primary charge (1)—Indonesia’s Law 26/2000 on human rights courts Art. 9(a) murder as a crime against humanity using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility)  
- Primary charge (2)—Art. 9(h) assault as a crime against humanity using Art. 42(1) (Military Command Responsibility)  
- Subsidiary charge (1)—Art. 9(a) murder as a crime against humanity using Art. 41 (attempting, plotting, or aiding the commission of a crime against humanity)  
- Subsidiary charge (2)—Art. 9(h) assault as a crime against humanity using Art. 41 (attempting, plotting, or aiding the commission of a crime against humanity)  
**Acquitted** |
|---|---|
| **Hulman Gultom**  
former Dili police chief | No documents available, but indictment related to responsibility under Art. 42 for failure to prevent attacks at the house of Manuel Carrascalao  
**Convicted and sentenced to three years’ imprisonment** (remains free pending appeal—no appeal yet lodged) |

*Source: Adapted from Judicial Systems Monitoring Program*
APPENDIX 2  Law 26/2000 Establishing the Ad Hoc Human Rights Court

REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA
ACT 26 OF 2000
CONCERNING
HUMAN RIGHTS COURTS

WITH THE MERCY OF GOD ALMIGHTY

THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA,

Considering:

a. Whereas human rights are basic rights bestowed by God on human beings, are universal and eternal in nature, and for this reason must be protected, respected and upheld and may not be disregarded, diminished, or appropriated by anyone whosoever,

b. Whereas to participate in preserving world peace and guaranteeing the implementation of human rights, and to provide protection, assurance, justice, and a feeling of security to both individuals and society, it is necessary to establish forthwith a Human Rights Court in order to resolve gross violations of human rights in accordance with Article 104 clause (1) of Act No. 39 of 1999 concerning Human Rights;

c. Whereas establishment by the government of a Human Rights Court to resolve gross violations of human rights based on Government Regulation in Lieu of an Act No. 1 of 1999 concerning Human Rights Courts was considered inadequate and therefore not ratified as an Act by the House of Representatives of the Republic of Indonesia, and for this reason it is necessary to revoke the aforementioned Government Regulation in Lieu of an Act;

d. Now, therefore, upon consideration of clauses a, b and c, it is necessary to enact provisions in an Act concerning Human Rights Courts;

In view of:

1. Article 5 clause (1) and Article 20 clause (2) of the 1945 Constitution;


3. Act No. 2 of 1986 concerning Courts of General Jurisdiction (State Gazette No. 20 of 1986, Supplement to the State Gazette No. 3327);

4. Act No. 39 of 1999 concerning Human Rights (State Gazette No. 165 of 1999, Supplement to the State Gazette No. 3886);
With the joint approval of
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA
and
THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA

DECREES:

To enact:
ACT CONCERNING HUMAN RIGHTS COURTS.

CHAPTER I
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 1

The terms used in this Act have the following meanings:

1. Human rights are a set of rights bestowed by God Almighty in the essence and being of humans as creations of God which must be respected, held in the highest esteem and protected by the state, law, Government, and all people in order to respect and protect human dignity and worth.
2. Gross violation of human rights is a violation of human rights as referred to in this Act.
3. A Human Rights Court is a court dealing specifically with gross violations of human rights.
4. A person is an individual, group of people, civil or military, or police, having individual responsibility.
5. Inquiry is a set of acts of inquiry to identify the existence or otherwise of an incident suspected to constitute a gross violation of human rights to be followed up by an investigation in accordance with the provisions set forth in this Act.

CHAPTER II
STATUS AND LOCATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS COURTS

Section One
Status

Article 2

A Human Rights Court is a special court within the context of a Court of General Jurisdiction.

Section Two
Location

Article 3

1. A Human Rights Court shall be located in a district capital or a municipal capital and its judicial territory shall cover the judicial territory of the relevant District Court.
2. In the case of the Special District of Jakarta, a Human Rights Court shall be located in the territory of each relevant District Court.
CHAPTER III
SCOPE OF AUTHORITY

Article 4

A Human Rights Court has the task and authority to hear and rule on cases of gross violations of human rights.

Article 5

A Human Rights Court also has the authority to hear and rule on cases of gross violations of human rights perpetrated by an Indonesian citizen outside the territorial boundaries of the Republic of Indonesia.

Article 6

A Human Rights Court does not have the authority to hear and rule on cases of gross violations of human rights perpetrated by persons under the age of 18 (eighteen) at the time the crime occurred.

Article 7

Gross violations of human rights include:

a. the crime of genocide
b. crimes against humanity

Article 8

The crime of genocide as referred to in Article 7 section a is any action intended to destroy or exterminate in whole or in part a national group, race, ethnic group, or religious group by:

1. killing members of the group;
2. causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of a group;
3. creating conditions of life that would lead to the physical extermination of the group in whole or in part;
4. imposing measures intended to prevent births within a group; or
5. forcibly transferring children of a particular group to another group.

Article 9

Crimes against humanity as referred to in Article 7 section b include any action perpetrated as a part of a broad or systematic direct attack on civilians, in the form of:

Á killing;
Á extermination;
Á enslavement;
Á enforced eviction or movement of civilians;
Á arbitrary appropriation of the independence or other physical freedoms in contravention of international law;
Á torture;
rape, sexual enslavement, enforced prostitution, enforced pregnancy, enforced sterilization, or other similar forms of sexual assault;

- terrorization of a particular group or association based on political views, race, nationality, ethnic origin, culture, religion, sex or any other basis, regarded universally as contravening international law;

- enforced disappearance of a person; or

- the crime of apartheid.

CHAPTER IV
JUDICIAL PROCEDURE

Section One
General Provisions

Article 10

Unless stipulated otherwise in this Act, the judicial procedure for cases of gross violations of human rights shall be conducted according to provisions governing criminal judicial procedure.

Section Two
Arrest

Article 11

1. The Attorney General as investigator is authorised to arrest, for the purposes of investigation, any person who, on the basis of sufficient preliminary evidence, is strongly suspected of perpetrating a gross violation of human rights.

2. The investigator shall carry out arrest as referred to in clause (1) by producing an order and serving the suspect an arrest warrant stating the identity of the suspect, the reason for the arrest, and the location of the investigation, along with a brief description of the gross violation of human rights he or she is suspected of perpetrating.

3. Attachments to the arrest warrant as referred to in clause (2) must be given to the family of the accused immediately following the arrest.

4. In the event of a suspect being caught in the act of perpetrating a gross violation of human rights, arrest shall be executed without an order on the condition that the arrester immediately surrenders the suspect and any evidence to the investigator.

5. Arrest as referred to in clause (2) shall not exceed 1 (one) day.

6. The period of arrest shall be subtracted from the sentence passed.

Section Three
Detention

Article 12

1. The Attorney General as investigator and public prosecutor is authorised to undertake the detention or extend the detention of a suspect for the purposes of investigation and prosecution.

2. The judge of a Human Rights Court, by his or her ruling, is authorised to undertake the detention of a suspect for the purposes of investigation in a court session.

3. A warrant for detention or extended detention shall be served on a suspect or defendant, who based on sufficient evidence, is strongly suspected of perpetrating a gross violation
of human rights, should circumstances raise concerns that the suspect or the defendant may abscond, damage or conceal evidence, and/or re-perpetrate the gross violation of human rights.

Article 13

1. Detention for the purposes of investigation shall not exceed 90 (ninety) days.
2. The time period referred to in clause (1) may be extended for a maximum of 90 (ninety) days by the Chief Justice of a Human Rights Court in accordance with his or her judicial scope.
3. In the event that the time period referred to in clause (2) elapses before the investigation is complete, the period of detention may be extended for a maximum of 60 (sixty) days by the Chief Justice of a Human Rights Court in accordance with his or her judicial scope.

Article 14

1. Detention for the purposes of prosecution shall not exceed 30 (thirty) days.
2. The time period referred to in clause (1) may be extended for a maximum of 20 (twenty) days by the Chief Justice of a Human Rights Court in accordance with his or her judicial scope.
3. In the event that the time period referred to in clause (2) elapses before the investigation is complete, the period of detention may be extended for a maximum of 20 (twenty) days by the Chief Justice of the Human Rights Court in accordance with his or her judicial scope.

Article 15

1. Detention for the purposes of a hearing in a Human Rights Court shall not exceed 90 (ninety) days.
2. The time period referred to in clause (1) may be extended for a maximum of 30 (thirty) days by the Chief Justice of the Human Rights Court in accordance with his or her judicial scope.

Article 16

1. Detention for the purposes of an appeal hearing in a High Court shall not exceed 60 (sixty) days.
2. The time period referred to in clause (1) may be extended for a maximum of 30 (thirty) days by the Chief Justice of the High Court in accordance with his or her judicial scope.

Article 17

1. Detention for the purposes of an appeal hearing in the Supreme Court shall not exceed 60 (sixty) days.
2. The time period referred to in clause (1) may be extended for a maximum of 30 (thirty) days by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court in accordance with his or her judicial scope.
Section Four
Inquiry

Article 18

1. Inquiries into cases of gross violation of human rights shall be conducted by the National Commission on Human Rights.

2. In conducting an inquiry as referred to in clause (1), the National Commission on Human Rights may form an ad hoc team comprising the National Commission on Human Rights and public constituents.

Article 19

1. In conducting an inquiry as referred to in Article 18, the inquirer is authorized:

   A. to conduct inquiry into and examination of incidents occurring in society, which, based on their nature or scope, can reasonably be suspected of constituting gross violations of human rights;
   B. to receive reports or complaints from individuals or groups concerning the incidence of gross violations of human rights, and to pursue statements and evidence;
   C. to call on complainants, victims, or subjects of a complaint to request and hear their statements;
   D. to call on witnesses to request and hear their witness;
   E. to review and gather statements from the location of the incident and other locations as deemed necessary;
   F. to call on relevant parties to give written statements or to submit necessary authenticated documents;
   G. on the order of the investigator to:
      - examine of letters;
      - undertake search and seizure;
      - examine houses, yards, buildings, and other places that certain parties occupy or own;
      - dispatch specialists pertinent to the investigation.

2. The inquirer shall inform the investigator upon initiating an inquiry into an incident suspected of constituting a gross violation of human rights.

Article 20

1. Should the National Commission on Human Rights consider there is sufficient preliminary evidence that a gross violation of human rights has occurred, a summary of the findings of the inquiry shall be submitted to the investigator.

2. No later than 7 (seven) working days following the submission of the summary findings of inquiry, the National Commission on Human Rights shall submit the inquiry findings in full to the investigator.

3. In the event that the investigator considers the inquiry findings referred to in clause (2) insufficient, the inquirer shall immediately re-submit the inquiry findings to the investigator accompanied by guidelines for their completion, and within 30 (days) of receiving the inquiry findings, the investigator is required to consummate these insufficiencies.
Section Five
Investigation

Article 21

1. Investigation of cases of gross violations of human rights shall be undertaken by the Attorney General.
2. Investigation as referred to in clause (1) excludes authority to receive reports or complaints.
3. In undertaking the task referred to in clause (1), the Attorney General may appoint an ad hoc investigator, which may be a government agency and/or a public constituent.
4. Prior to undertaking his/her task, an ad hoc investigator shall take an oath or pledge in accordance with his or her religion.
5. To be appointed as ad hoc investigator, a person is required to:
   - be a Citizen of the Republic of Indonesia;
   - be at least 40 (forty) years of age and no more than 65 (sixty-five) years of age;
   - be a graduate at law or other graduate with expertise in law;
   - be of sound mind and body;
   - be of authoritative standing, honest, fair, and of good character;
   - be loyal to Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution; and
   - have knowledge of and concern for human rights.

Article 22

1. Investigation as referred to in Article 21 clause (1) and (3) must be completed within a period of no longer than 90 (ninety) days from the date the inquiry findings are received and declared complete by the investigator.
2. The time period referred to in clause (1) may be extended for a period not exceeding 90 (ninety) days by the Chief Justice of the Human Rights Court in accordance with his or her judicial scope.
3. In the event that the time period referred to in clause (2) elapses before the investigation is complete, the investigation may be extended for a period of no more than 60 (sixty) days by the Chief Justice of the Human Rights Court in accordance with his or her judicial scope.
4. If during the time period referred to in clause (1), clause (2), and clause (3) insufficient evidence is obtained from the investigation findings, a writ to terminate the investigation must be issued by the Attorney General.
5. Once a writ to terminate an investigation is issued, an investigation may be re-opened only if additional proof and evidence for prosecution exists which supplements the investigation findings.
6. In the event that termination of an investigation as referred to in clause (3) is not accepted by a victim or his/her family, the victim or his/her family by blood or marriage to the third degree, has the right to submit a pre-trial request to the Chief Justice of the Human Rights Court in accordance with his or her judicial scope and in accordance with prevailing legislation.
Section Six
Prosecution

Article 23

1. Prosecution of cases of gross violations of human rights shall be conducted by the Attorney General.
2. In the implementation of her/his task as referred to in clause (1), the Attorney General may appoint an ad hoc public prosecutor, who may be a member of the government and/or a public constituent.
3. Prior to undertaking his or her task, an ad hoc public prosecutor shall take an oath or pledge in accordance with his/her religion.
4. To be appointed as ad hoc public prosecutor, a person is required to:
   - be a Citizen of the Republic of Indonesia;
   - be at least 40 (forty) years of age and no more than 65 (sixty-five) years of age;
   - be a graduate at law or other graduate with expertise in law;
   - be of sound mind and body;
   - be of authoritative standing, honest, fair, and of good character;
   - be loyal to Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution; and
   - have knowledge of and concern for human rights.

Article 24

Prosecution as referred to in Article 23 clause (1) and clause (2) must be completed within no more than 70 (seventy) days from the date of receipt of the investigation findings.

Article 25

The National Commission on Human Rights may at anytime request a written statement from the Attorney General concerning the progress of the investigation and prosecution of a case of gross violation of human rights.

Section Seven
Oath

Article 26

The oath taken by an ad hoc investigator and ad hoc Public Prosecutor as referred to in Article 21 clause (4) and Article 23 clause (3) shall be worded as follows:

“I solemnly swear/promise that in undertaking this task, I shall not, directly or indirectly, using any name or method whatsoever, give or promise anything whatsoever to anyone whosoever.”

“I swear/promise that I, in order to undertake or not undertake something related to this task, shall not at any time accept directly or indirectly from anyone whosoever any promises or favours.”

“I swear/promise that I will be faithful to, uphold, and apply the state principles of Pancasila, the 1945 Constitution, and legislation in force for the state of the Republic of Indonesia.”
Section Eight
Court Hearings

Paragraph 1
General Provisions

Article 27

1. Cases of gross violations of human rights shall be heard and ruled on by a Human Rights Court as referred to in Article 4.
2. Hearings of cases of gross violations of human rights as referred to in clause (1) shall be conducted by a Human Rights Court judges’ panel of 5 (five) persons, comprising 2 (two) judges from the relevant Human Rights Court and 3 (three) ad hoc judges.
3. The Panel of Judges referred to in clause (2) shall be chaired by a judge from the relevant Human Rights Court.

Article 28

1. Ad hoc judges shall be appointed and dismissed by the President as Head of State upon the recommendation of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.
2. The total of ad hoc judges as referred to in clause (1) shall number at least 12 (twelve) persons.
3. Ad hoc judges shall be appointed for a period of 5 (five) years and may be re-appointed for 1 (one) additional period of office.

Paragraph 2
Conditions of Appointment for Ad Hoc Judge

Article 29

To be appointed as ad hoc Judge, a person is required to:

- be a Citizen of the Republic of Indonesia;
- be faithful to God Almighty;
- be at least 45 (forty-five) years of age;
- be a graduate at law or other graduate with expertise in law;
- be of sound mind and body;
- be of authoritative standing, honest, fair, and of good character;
- be loyal to Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution; and
- have knowledge of and concern for human rights.

Article 30

Prior to undertaking his/her tasks, an appointed ad hoc judge as referred to in Article 28 clause (1) is required to take an oath or pledge in accordance with his/her religion, worded as follows:
“I solemnly swear/promise that in undertaking this task, I shall not, directly or indirectly, using any name or method whatsoever, give or promise anything whatsoever to anyone whosoever.”

“I swear/promise that I, in order to undertake or not undertake something related to this task, shall not at any time accept directly or indirectly from anyone whosoever any promises or favours.”

“I swear/promise that I will be faithful to, uphold, and apply the state principles of Pancasila, the 1945 Constitution, and legislation in force for the state of the Republic of Indonesia.”

“I swear/promise that I will consistently undertake this duty conscientiously, objectively and with integrity, without discriminating between people, and will hold professional ethics in the highest regard in carrying out my obligations in proper and fair manner as befitting an official of good character and integrity with regard to upholding law and justice.”

Paragraph 3
Hearing Procedure

Article 31

Cases of gross violations of human rights shall be heard and ruled on by a Human Rights Court within a period of no more than 180 (one hundred and eighty) days from the date of the case being brought before the Human Rights Court.

Article 32

1. In the event of a request for appeal to the High Court, a case of gross violation of human rights must be heard and ruled on within a period of no more than 90 (ninety) days from the date of the case being brought before the High Court.
2. Hearings of cases as referred to in clause (1) shall be conducted by a judges’ panel of 5 (five) persons, comprising 2 (two) judges from the relevant High Court and 3 (three) ad hoc judges.
3. The total of ad hoc judges in the High Court as referred to in article (2) shall number at least 12 (twelve) persons.
4. Provisions set forth in Article 28 clause (1) and clause (3), Article 29, and Article 30 shall also apply for the appointment of ad hoc judges to the High Court.

Article 33

1. In the event of a request for appeal to the Supreme Court, a case of gross violation of human rights must be heard and ruled on within a period of no more than 90 (ninety) days from the date of the case being brought before the Supreme Court.
2. Hearings of cases as referred to in clause (1) shall be conducted by a judges’ panel of 5 (five) persons, comprising 2 (two) Supreme Court judges and 3 (three) ad hoc judges.
3. The total of ad hoc judges in the Supreme Court as referred to in article (2) shall number at least 3 (three) persons.
4. Ad hoc judges in the Supreme Court shall be appointed by the President as head of state upon the recommendation of the House of Representatives of the Republic of Indonesia.
5. Ad hoc judges as referred to in clause (4) shall be appointed for one period of office of 5 (five) years.
6. To be appointed as ad hoc judge in the Supreme Court, a person is required to:
be a Citizen of the Republic of Indonesia;
be faithful to God Almighty;
be at least 50 (fifty) years of age;
be a graduate at law or other graduate with expertise in law;
be of sound mind and body;
be of authoritative standing, honest, fair, and of good character;
be loyal to Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution; and
have knowledge of and concern for human rights.

CHAPTER V
PROTECTION OF VICTIMS AND WITNESSES

Article 34

1. Every victim of and witness to a gross violation of human rights has the right to physical and mental protection from threats, harassment, terror, and violence by any party whosoever.
2. Protection as referred in clause (1) is an obligatory duty of the law enforcement and security apparatus provided free of charge.

CHAPTER VI
COMPENSATION, RESTITUTION, AND REHABILITATION

Article 35

1. Every victim of a violation of human rights violations, and/or his/her beneficiaries, shall receive compensation, restitution, and rehabilitation.
2. Compensation, restitution, and rehabilitation as referred to in clause (1) shall be recorded in the ruling of the Human Rights Court.
3. Provisions concerning compensation, restitution, and rehabilitation shall be further governed in a Government Regulation.

CHAPTER VII
PENAL PROVISIONS

Article 36

Any person who perpetrates actions as referred to in Article 8, letter a, b, c, d or e, shall be sentenced to death or life in prison or to a maximum of 25 (twenty-five) years in prison and no less than a minimum of 10 (ten) years in prison.

Article 37

Any person who perpetrates actions as referred to in Article 9 letter a, b, d, e, or j shall be sentenced to death or life in prison or to a maximum of 25 (twenty-five) years in prison and no less than a minimum of 10 (ten) years in prison.
Article 38
Any person who perpetrates actions as referred to in Article 9 letter c shall be sentenced to a maximum of 15 (fifteen) years in prison and no less than a minimum of 5 (five) years in prison.

Article 39
Any person who perpetrates actions as referred to in Article 9 letter f shall be sentenced to a maximum of 15 (fifteen) years in prison and no less than a minimum of 5 (five) years in prison.

Article 40
Any person who perpetrates actions as referred to in Article 9 letter g, h, or i shall be sentenced to a maximum of 20 (twenty) years in prison and no less than a minimum of 10 (ten) years in prison.

Article 41
For attempting, plotting, or assisting the perpetration of a violation as referred to in Article 8 or Article 9, the sentences set forth in Article 36, Article 37, Article 38, Article 39, and Article 40 shall apply.

Article 42
1. A military commander or person acting as military commander shall be held responsible for any criminal action within the judicial scope of a Human Rights Court perpetrated by troops under his or her effective command and control, and for any such criminal action by troops under his or her effective command and control arising from improper control of these troops, namely:

   Á a military commander or aforementioned person acknowledges, or under the prevailing circumstances ought to acknowledge that these troops are perpetrating or have recently perpetrated a gross violation of human rights; and
   Á a military commander or aforementioned person fails to act in a proper manner as required by the scope of his or her authority by preventing or terminating such action or delivering the perpetrators of this action to the authorised official for inquiry, investigation, and prosecution.

2. Both police and civil leaders are held responsible for gross violations of human rights perpetrated by subordinates under their effective command and control resulting from a failure on the part of the leader to properly and effectively control his or her subordinates, namely:

   Á the aforementioned leader is aware of or deliberately ignores information that clearly indicates his or her subordinates are perpetrating, or have recently perpetrated a gross violation of human rights; and
   Á the aforementioned leader fails to act in a proper manner as required by the scope of his or her authority by preventing or terminating such action or delivering the perpetrators of this action to the authorised official for inquiry, investigation, and prosecution.
3. Actions as referred to in clause (1) and clause (2) shall be liable to the same penal provisions set forth in Article 36, Article 37, Article 38, Article 39, and Article 40.

CHAPTER VIII
AD HOC HUMAN RIGHTS COURTS

Article 43

1. Gross violations of human rights occurring prior to the coming into force of this Act shall be heard and ruled on by an ad hoc Human Rights Court.
2. An ad hoc human rights court as referred to in clause (1) shall be formed on the recommendation of the House of Representatives of the Republic of Indonesia for particular incidents upon the issue of a presidential decree.
3. An ad hoc human rights court as referred to in clause (1) is within the context of a Court of General Jurisdiction.

Article 44

Hearings in an ad hoc human rights court and their judicial procedure shall be in accordance with the provisions set forth in this Act.

CHAPTER IX
TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS

Article 45

1. From the date this act comes into force, establishment of human rights as referred to in article 4 shall begin in Central Jakarta, Surabaya, Medan and Makassar.
2. The judicial territory of Human Rights Courts as referred to in clause (1) shall respond to the judicial territory of the district court in:
   a. Central Jikata, which encompasses Greater Jakarta, and the provinces of West Java, Banten, South Sumatra, Lampung, Bengkulu, West Kalimantan, and Central Kalimantan:
   b. Surabaya, which encompasses the provinces of East Java, Central Java, Special District of Yogyakarta, Bali, south Central Java, Special District of Yogyakarta, Bali, South Kalimantan, East Kalimantan, West Nusa Tenggara and East Nusa Tenggara:
   c. Makassar, which encompasses the provinces of south Sulawesi, Southeast Sulawesi, Central Sulewesi, North Sulewesi, south East Sulewesi, Central Sulewesi, North Sulewesi, Maluku, North Maluku, and Irian Jaya;
   d. Medan, which encompasses the provinces of North Sumatera, the Special district of Aceh, Riau, Jambi, and West Sumatera.

CHAPTER X
CONCLUDING PROVISIONS

Article 46

For gross violations of human rights as referred to in this Act no lapse provisions shall apply.
Article 47

1. Resolution of gross violations of human rights occurring prior to the coming into force of this act may be undertaken by a Truth and Reconciliation Commission.
2. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission as referred to in clause (1) shall be established by an Act.

Article 48

Inquiry, investigation and prosecution of gross violations of human rights that have been or are currently being undertaken in accordance with Government Regulation in Lieu of an Act No. 1 of 1999 concerning Human Rights Courts shall remain in effect insofar as they do not contravene the provisions set forth in this Act.

Article 49

Provisions concerning the authority of Superiors Entitled to take Punitive Action and Submitting Officers as referred to in Article 74 and Article 123 of Act No. 31 of 1997 concerning Military Tribunals are deemed no longer in effect with regard to the examination of gross violations of human rights in accordance with the provisions set forth in this Act.

Article 50

With the coming into force of this Act, Government Regulation in Lieu of an Act No. 1 of 1999 concerning Human Rights Courts (State Gazette No. 191 of 1999, Supplement to the State Gazette No. 3911) is revoked and deemed no longer in effect.

Article 51

This Act comes into force on the date of its enactment. For the public to be informed, it is ordered that this Act be promulgated in the State Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia.

Ratified in Jakarta, (date)

PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA, 

ABDURRAHMAN WAHID

Enacted in Jakarta, (date)

SECRETARY OF STATE OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA